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Samenvatting

In het gemagnetiseerde plasma van een boog met holle kathode zijn

longitudinale en rotationele driftsnelheden van ionen gemeten, samen met de

dichtheden van elektronen en neutralen en met de temperaturen van ionen,

elektronen en neutralen. De radiale en longitudinale gradiënten van deze

grootheden zijn bepaald. De ionen stromen tegen het elektrisch veld in naar

de anode met snelheden tussan ca. 500 en 2500 m/s, aangedreven door de

drukgradiënt van het plasma die in balans is met de visceuze remming en

de wrijving tegen het omringende neutrale gas. De klassieke theorie van de

impulsbalans met een turbulente bijdrage tot de viscositeit levert een

goede beschrijving van het longitudinale transport van de ionen en verklaart

de grootte en richting van de optredende stromingssnelheid.

Het al dan niet optreden van turbulentie en haar invloed op het

transport van het plasma, zijn zowel theoretisch als experimenteel onde'r-

zocht. Een eenvoudig model van de turbulentie is verkregen door het balanceren

van de groei van de gecombineerde Rayleigh-Taylor en Kelvin-Helmholtz

instabiliteit met de demping door wrijving tegen de neutralen, door kinetische

viscositeit en door turbulente viscositeit zelf. Aan de boog met holle

kathode kunnen drie regimes worden onderscheiden: een kinetisch, een door

wrijving gedomineerd en een turbulent regime. Door variaties van de para-

meters van de ontlading rond een geschikt gekozen werkpunt worden over-

gangen tussen de drie regimes veroorzaakt en de turbulentie gedraagt zich

overeenkomstig de theoretische verwachtingen. De longitudinale stromings-

snelheid vertoont een met het niveau van de turbulentie corresponderend

gedrag. Een dispersierelatie voor de grootschalige oscillatie van de gehele

boog is afgeleid en experimenteel getoetst.

Er zijn experimenten verricht aan de eigenschappen van een holle

kathode als bron van ionen. De resultaten van metingen van de dichtheid der

elektronen, de temperaturen der ionen en neutralen en de stromingssnelheid

zijn geïnterpreteerd aan de hand van de behoudswetten voor materie, impuls

en energie. Een zwak magnetisch veld leidt tot een supersone stroming van

de ionen. Van het door de kathode toegevoerde gas wordt ten hoogste ca.

vijf procent van het netto debiet aan ladingsdragers door de ontlading

geïoniseerd. De impulsbalans verklaart het optreden van grote uitstroom-

snelheden. Het vermogen wordt grotendeels gewonnen uit het oversteken van

de stroom in de elektrische grenslaag en gedissipeerd middels warmtestraling
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van het pijpje. De dichtheden van deeltjes in de kathode zijn afgeleid

uit de metingen. De dichtheid van de neutralen buiten de kathode is op-

gebouwd uit een fractie die met grote snelheid uit de kathode stroomt

en een fractie die uit het vat afkomstig is en vrijwel stil staat. De

verandering van de onderlinge verhouding met toenemende afstand tot de

kathode, doet de stromingssnelheid van de neutralen zeer snel afnemen.

O
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In the magnetized pla'sma of a hollow cathode arc longitudinal and

rotational drift velocities of ions have been measured, together with the

electron and neutral densities and with the temperatures of ions, electrons

and neutrals. The radial and longitudinal gradients of these quantities

have been established. The ions drift against the electric field towards

the anode with velocities between about 500 and 2500 m/s, driven by the

plasma pressure gradient which is balanced by viscous deceleration and by

friction against the surrounding neutral gas. The classical theory of the

momentum balance with a turbulent contribution to the viscosity provides

a good description of the longitudinal ion transport and explains the

magnitude and direction of the occurring drift velocity.

The occurrence of turbulence and its influence on plasma transport

have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. A simple

model of turbulence has been obtained by the balance of the growth of the

combined Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability with the damping

by friction against the neutrals, by kinetic viscosity and by turbulent

viscosity itself. At the hollow cathode arc three regimes can be dis-

tinguished: a kinetic, a frictional and a turbulent regime. By variations

of the discharge parameters around a suitably chosen operating point,

transitions between the three regimes are caused and turbulence behaves

according to the theoretical expectations. The longitudinal drift velocity

behaves in correspondence with the turbulence level. A dispersion relation

for the large scale oscillation of the whole arc has been derived and

checked experimentally.

Experiments have been carried out on the properties of a hollow

cathode as an ion source. The results of measurements of the electron

density, the ion and neutral temperature and the drift velocity have been

interpreted on the basis of the conservation laws for matter, momentum and

energy. A weak magnetic field leads to a supersonic ion drift velocity.

Of the cathode gas supply at most about five percent of the net arc charge

carrier flux is ionized. The momentum balance explains the occurrence of

large exit velocities. The power is largely gained out of the crossing of

the current in the sheath and dissipated by means of heat radiation from

the tube. The particle densities inside the cathode have been derived from

the measurements. The neutral particle density outside the cathode consists
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of a fraction drifting with, a large velocity out of the cathode and a

fraction originating from the vessel and being nearly at rest. The change

of the mutual ratio with, increasing distance to the cathode causes the

neutral particle drift velocity to decrease very rapidly.
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I. General introduction

SI. The hollow cathode arc

The plasma column that is formed by drawing an electric current

through a low pressure gas background has developed into an important subject

of investigation. The realization that in a magnetized plasma with a

sufficiently high temperature, energy confinement time and density, controlled

nuclear fusion can be obtained, has highly stimulated plasma research.

Some pertinent problems here are plasma stability in different confinement

schemes, turbulence and transport of matter, momentum and energy .

Similar problems arise in the physics of ionized particle sources and gas

lasers.

We are interested both in turbulence and in the transport of

matter, momentum and energy in the magnetized arc that is generated with a
2

hollow cathode . Such a hollow cathode arc (HCA) is a steady state plasma

column with temperatures in the range of 1-lOeV (leV a 11600 K) and electron

densities ranging from 10 to 10 m

Ik
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In fig.l the HCA is shown in relation to other plasmas.

The hollow cathode is an important component of the device .

A continuous gas flow is fed into the arc through a hollow tube that acts

as the cathode. A bombardment of high temperature particles on the inner

wall heats the cathode up to a' temperature of nearly 3000 K. This makes

possible the thermionic electron emission required to ionize a certain

fraction of the gas. The emission sustains the electric current together

with ion wall recombination. The ions produced are confined by the applied

magnetic field to form an external plasma column of limited diameter.

Because the current density outside the cathode is concentrated in a narrow

arc and consequently the specific power dissipation is large, the high

temperatures and densities are possible.

There is a number of. important problems motivating the investigation

of hollow cathode arcs.

The HCA is a source of high intensity spectral lines and is

therefore well suited for experiments on collisional and radiative excitation

and deexcitation between the atomic energy levels of the charged and neutral
4 5particles. Collisional radiative models can be constructed ' which in their

turn can serve as a diagnostic tool e.g. to relate densities and temperatures

to measured spectral line intensities.

Because of its steady state operation the HCA is an easy manageable

plasma for transport studies as of the ion energy balance and of matter
7 8 9

and momentum balances ' ' . Plasma rotation as a consequence of crossed

electric and magnetic fields is a well known phenomenon ' ' . The

applicability of classical transport theory can be studied.
5 14

Plasma turbulence is another phenomenon of interest in a HCA '

The influence of turbulence on plasma transport is a subject of importance,

especially because in thermonuclear plasmas turbulent behaviour greatly

influences the confinement time and heat dissipation of the column ' '

The HCA has proven to be a source of ions and neutrals which can

be extracted through an orifice in the anode. Metastable particles have been
1 7 1ft

produced ' . Applications have been developed of which we mention the
production of high energy particle beams to be injected into thermonuclear

19 20 21
plasmas for heating purposes ' , the separation of isotopes , the coating

22
of metal surfaces , the use of a small size arc as a source of ion line
radiation and particle beam collision studies '
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§2. Purpose of the investigation

We describe our experiments on the longitudinal plasma transport

in a hollow cathode arc. We are interested in the longitudinal drift

velocities of the ions and in the corresponding momentum balance. The

occurrence of turbulence and its effects on plasma transport are of major

importance. Furthermore the ion yield from the cathode and the related

conservation laws are a subject of interest.

We note that in"using a HCA as a particle source, one has to deal not only

with longitudinal ion transport and ionization rates, but also with the gas

efficiency of the cathode and the expectations about turbulent transport.

The plasma is quasineutral, apart from the Debye sheaths at the

electrodes. Therefore the electric field does not contribute explicitly

to the axial momentum balance of the plasma as a whole and an ion flow

towards the anode may occur. The ion production rate from the cathode serves

as a boundary condition for the external plasma column. The neutral gas flux

out of the cathode in combination with the capacity of the vacuum pumps

determines the background pressure in the vessel. In this way it has

consequences for the volume ionization rate in the arc as well as for

turbulence.

It is our aim to investigate which effects dominate the axial

plasma momentum balance in the external column, to what extent turbulence

is involved and what is the role of the cathode.

We will use classical transport theory according to Braginskii

with an addition for the neutral particle density. Turbulence will be

considered as contributing to self diffusion and in this way to viscosity.

§3. Experimental arrangement and diagnostic components

3.1. The plasma facility

The device used for our experiments is the large size HCA facility

shown in fig.2. The plasma density is comparable to that in thermonuclear

experiments (table 1) but the temperatures are limited to a few eV,

whereas thermonuclear work is in the keV range.
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fig.2. Sketch of the hollow cathode arc with its diagnostics. TS = Thomson

scattering, OS = optical spectroscopy, FI - Fabry-Perot inter-

ferometry, OP = optical probes, CS • collective scattering.
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gas

plasma density

neutral gas density

temperatures

gas pressure

magnetic field

arc current

arc length

arc radius

argon

,ft19 ,n21 -3
10 - 10 m

,n18 tn19 -3
10 - 10 m

1 - 10 eV

10~2 - 1 Pa

•
0 - .5 T

0 - 200 A

0 - 2 m

1 - 2 cm

table I. Some relevant parameters of the hollow cathode arc.

The possibility to move the anode and the cathode both in axial (z)

and in perpendicular (x,y) directions, permits an observation at different

positions in the arc without the need to move the diagnostics. Because of the

number of experimental facilities, they are situated at different viewing

ports of the vacuum vessel. Displacements of the arc may only cause small

changes in the neutral gas density. Also the arc length is adjustable.

The long term drifts in the plasma properties, as a consequence of the

burning up of the cathode, are the main source of experimental uncertainties.
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Only the measurements on the source properties of the cathode are carried

out with a flat cathode end and reproduce very well.

The valves between the stainless steel discharge vessel and

the two oil diffusion pumps can be set in any desired position. So the

gas flow through the cathode and the neutral background pressure in the

vessel are adjustable independently within certain limits. Dependency of

the plasma on the varying properties of the pumps is avoided in this way.

3.2. Thomson scattering

As a method for measuring the temperature and density of the electrons,

we have used Thomson scattering. With a pulsed laser beam, focused in the

plasma, light scattering on free electrons is measured under an angle of 90°.

The intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the density whereas

the Doppler broadening gives the temperature. The main advantages of

Thomson scattering above other techniques are that the plasma is not

disturbed, the measurement is local and no major uncertainties in the
25

interpretation are involved

In order to avoid collective scattering effects one must take a

sufficiently large scattering angle. Because the scattered light intensity
-14

is smaller than a fraction of 10 of that of the incident laser beam,

both the laser beam and the viewing direction are terminated with dumps

(fig.3).

fig.3. Thomson scattering diagnostic. L « lens, W - window, PL

M • mirror, ES » entrance slit, IF « interference filter, PF -

polaroid filter, PM - photomultiplier tube, DIS - discriminator,

AMP - amplifier, CON - NIM-TTL convertor.
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By way of a concave dispersive grating combined with an interference

filter the scattered light is focused on 6 fibers. These transport the

light to cooled photomultiplier tubes. The pulses are amplified, discriminated

in voltage, converted to the TTL standard and counted. Some data on the

diagnostic are given in table 2. An extensive description of this equipment

laser

wavelength

pulse time

energy

scattering angle

Thomson cross section

measurement volume

ruby

694.3 nra

1.5 ms

30 J

TT/2 rad

-in 9
7.95 10 m /sr at TT/2 rad

2 mm

table 2. Data on the Thomson scattering diagnostic

26
is given by van der Sijde et aL . The relative sensitivities of the side

band channels with respect to the unshifted one, are calibrated with a
27

tungsten ribbon lamp . The central channel is calibrated absolutely

with Rayleigh scattering from neutral argon gas with a pressure of
28 29

2700 Pa ' . Corrections are made for stray light, dark currents of the

counting tubes and the plasma background radiation.

Usually the laser measurements are averaged over 10 shots.

With a weighted least squares method a Gaussian function of the wavelength

shift is fitted to the measured intensities. The noise in the plasma back-

ground radiation is the main source of errors and differs from channel

to channel.

In our case the fluctuations in the plasma radiation limit the

applicability of Thomson scattering to electron densities up to about
20 -3

10 m . Higher densities are measured using the plasma radiation itself.

Then in its turn a Thomson scattering measurement serves as a calibration.
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3.3. The FabryrPetot interferometer

Temperatures of ions and neutrals as well as their drift velocities

are derived from the Doppler broadening and shift of spectral lines. A

diagnostic apparatus must be able to select the right spectral line and to

measure its light intensity as a function of the wavelength with high

spectral resolution.

This is realized by an optical arrangement with a grating mono-

chromator of .25 m length at the entrance slit of which a spatial part of

the arc is imaged. Because of the small self absorption in the plasma, one

always measures integrated along a line of sight.

The spectral scanning is realized with a Fabry-Perot interferometer

between the monochromator exit and the photomultiplier (fig.4). Between

—>—

fig.4. Fabry-Perot interferometer. D = pinhole diaphragm, L

coated plate.

lens, P

two parallel coated surfaces with a light reflection, of nearly 100% a

perpendicular light beam is enclosed. The transmitted light is focused

into a central spot. Positive interference is obtained only if an integer

number of wavelengths fits between the plates. A wavelength scanning makes

the spectral transmission to follow an Airy function which can be approximated

by a Lorentz function if the reflection is large enough. Irregularities

of the plates cause a Gaussian part in the apparatus profile . In our

case the interferometer is wavelength scanned by variation of the gas

density between the plates. The whole interferometer is temperature stabilized.

The relation between the pressure and the wavelength is derived from the

free spectral range, the equivalent wavelength interval between two trans-

mission orders of the same wavelength. In table 3 we give some data.
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plate distance

scanning gas

temperature

typical width of apparatus

free spectral range at 600

profile

ran

2 mm

argon

36° C

2 J0~3 nm

9 10"2 nm

table 3. Data on the Fabry-Perot interferometer

As stated before both temperatures and drift velocities are measured with

the described diagnostic tool.

Because we have to deal with sufficiently low plasma densities,

we may neglect collisional (Stark) broadening or shift of spectral lines.

Then the temperatures are established from the Doppler broadened Gaussian

intensity - wavelength profile. This is obtained by computer deconvolution

of the in 256 samples measured Voigt function into its Lorentzian ana

Gaussian components. A correction is made for both the Lorentzian and the

Gaussian parts of the apparatus profile. A calibration of the apparatus

profile is carried out with a low pressure argon calibration lamp.

In fig.5 a measured plasma intensity profile with its least squares fit

is shown.

fig.5. Measured intensity of the 668.4 nm ion spectral line as a function

of the wavelength. Dotted curve: the calculated Voigt function;

dashed: the residual x 10.
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Drift velocities of the ions or the neutrals are calculated from

the measured wavelength shift. The mean wavelength is calculated as the

product of the wavelength and the normalized intensity, integrated over the

wavelength. In order to avoid too much influence of noise in the wings of

the profile, a threshold intensity (10-20% of the maximum) is imposed

below which all intensities are disregarded.

An accurate determination of the Doppler shift requires a reference

wavelength. This is obtained by measuring two oppositely directed beams

simultaneously in the same plasma wavelength scan. The one is wavelength shifted

in the opposite sense with respect to the other, but with equal magnitude.

We will describe this procedure in more detail in the next chapter.

3.4. Line intensity measurements

Combined with a collisional radiative model, the experimental

values of the absolute emissivities of some spectral lines in the plasma
5 31 32 33

give neutral particle densities ' and electron temperatures '

The plasma light is focused at the entrance slit of a .5m

grating monochromator (fig.6) which selects a spectral line for intensity

fig.6. Spectral line intensity diagnostic. PL = plasma, L

monochromator with photomultiplier tube.

lens, MON =

measurements. The plasma continuum radiation is subtracted.

The measured light intensity gives the plasma emissivity integrated

over the line of sight. Scanning over the lateral position in the plasma

yields the information needed for conversion of the line integrated

intensity into the local emissivity by Abel inversion .

The diagnostic is calibrated absolutely with a tungsten ribbon

lamp27
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3.5. Digital experimentation and data processing

The plasma diagnostics described are all operated with the aid of

a minicomputer (fig.7),

Thomson

scattering

Fabry-Perot

interferometr

line

intensities

stepper

motors

AD conver-

ters

tape

unit

relais

Eurobus

/\

f

PDP M/03LSI

computer

(preset)

sealers

r+
clock

plotter

TV display

LCD displays

terminal

rd-
2 hard disks

printer

tape unit

PDP 1IT23

LSI computer
e—* terminal

Burroughs

B 7700 coup.

fig.7. View of the digital processing; explanations in text.

The ruby laser of the Thomson scattering is charged and triggered

by the computer. The photon pulses are counted in 6 sealers. Also a

mechanical safety light interrupter is computer driven.

The pressure scanning of the Fabry-Perot interferometer is driven

and the pressure is measured by the computer. The DC photomultiplier

current is, after amplification and voltage-frequency conversion, fed to

one of the sealers. If a chopped reference beam is used, the AC signal is

amplified with a lock-in technique and measured with the aid of an AD

convertor.

Also the signal of the line intensity measurement is AD converted.

The computer drives a mechanical light beam interrupter and, by means of

a stepper motor, the lateral scanning over the plasma.
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All calculations needed are carried out in situ with a FDP 11 LSI

computer, except the Voigt deconvolutions for which, the Burroughs B 7700

of the university computer centre is used. Data are mainly stored on hard

disc, which is operated by a central PDP 11 T 23 LSI computer. This is
35-37

shared with a number of other users in the laboratory
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II. Experiments on the longitudinal ion momentum balance in a magnetized

plasma

§1. Introduction

In a magnetized plasma column the ion drift velocity is an

important quantity .
1-4

Plasma rotation has been studied by several authors . One of

the motivations is the possible use of a plasma centrifuge for element or

isotope separation ~ . Also in several laser plasmas particle transport
12

processes are dominant . Recently several schemes have been investigated
13-15

for the use of plasmas in particle sources. Both beam sampling techniques

and high energy beam production for neutral injection in thermonuclear
16—1 9

plasmas , are drawing attention.

In thermonuclear plasma physics the radial confinement time plays

a decisive role in the energy efficiency of fusion reactions (Lawson

criterium). It has been argued that both turbulent diffusion and the

drift as a consequence of neutral particle friction in the presence of a
21

magnetic field , depend on ion drift velocities. The toroidal and the
22 23

poloidal ion drift velocity in a tokamak have been measured ' . The

diamagnetic drift dominates the poloidal rotation.

We are interested in the ion drifts in a hollow cathode arc

(HCA) ' , especially the longitudinal drift. Measurements by several
26—29

authors indicate the dominance of the E/B drift, with an inwardly

directed E field, over the diamagnetic drift. In the HCA the ion rotation

velocity is about 30 to 50% of the ion thermal speed v ..

The HCA is an excellent plasma for the study of the longitudinal

drift velocity and momentum balance of the ions, especially because axial

gradients are involved. We describe our study of the axial ion momentum

balance in an argon arc. The momentum balance is analyzed experimentally

in combination with the theoretical approach by Braginskii . We measure

not only longitudinal ion flow but also rotation, particle densities and

temperatures. We scan both over longitudinal and lateral positions. The

different terms in the momentum balance are calculated on the basis of

our experiments. Plasma pressure, plasma viscosity, inertia and neutral

friction, including charge exchange and ionization, are the terms of

interest.
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§2. Theory of the axial momentum balance

For the description of the axial momentum balance we use

Braginskii's model . We assume rotational symmetry and stationary conditions.

We add to it a frictional term for ionizing and elastic collisions with

neutrals. The addition is allowed because these collisions are much less

frequent than collisions among ions or electrons and do not affect appreciably
29

the electron or ion velocity distribution

The continuity equations read

V. (nw) . = S - n n «rv >. (1)
v - e,i a e e ion

Here n denotes the particle density, w the drift velocity, <J the ionization

cross section, v the particle random velocity and S the source term. We use

the subscript e for electrons, i for ions- and a for neutrals. In S both

direct and stepwise ionization is comprised, but recombination may be
31neglected

Now we may derive a longitudinal momentum balance equation for

the electron-ion mixture. It may be expected that the mutual momentum

interactions between ions and electrons will cancel. As we will see

also the electric field will disappear out of the momentum balance of the

mixture because of its electrical neutrality. Therefore the ions may drift

towards the anode. First we write the momentum balances of the charged

particle species:

(V.(nmww))z

(2)
-(V.II) + F - M + m w S .

= z z z za

Here II is the viscosity tensor and M is the neutral friction by ion-

neutral collisions only. The particle mass is m, q is the charge, E the

electric field, B the magnetic field, k_ the Boltzmann constant, T the

temperature. The radial, angular and longitudinal coordinates are r, 6 and

z respectively. The latter is 0 at the cathode and increases towards the

anode.

The F denotes the interactions between the electrons and the ions,z

It consists of a friction by electrical resistivity and of two temperature

gradient (Nernst) terms:
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qnJ _

(3)

2 TqT B T B 3r ^ e *'̂ ' e e z

The tf/zis the electric conductivity parallel to 15, Q is the cyclotron

angular frequency and T is the momentum collision time} J is the current density.

We simplify eq. 2 by combining eq. 1 with it:

nm(w — + w ——}w = na f E + w B ) — — n k T
T or z oz z z r o oz o

- (V.S)z + Fz - *£ ,

with for the ions

Ma. = M*a + m.(w . - w )S
zi z i zi za

= m. (w . — w )n (n.<ov>. + n <ov >. ) .
iv zi za' av l ia e e ion7

The ion frictional term M^. now contains contributions of ionization,

charge exchange and elastic collisions. We suppose the ions to be singly

charged (q. = e) and since the plasma is quasineutral it follows that
l I

n = n.. Because f! T » 1 and \w \ « v , with v = (2kRT/m) , the

electron viscosity is negligible as is also M .
Z6

The momentum balance of the electron-ion mixture is obtained

by the elimination of the mutual interactions in F (eq. 3). We neglect

the electron inertia with respect to their pressure gradient, which is
w /v
ze te

(5)

o
justified because (w /v ) « 1, and a summation of the two equations

in (4) yields:

nnu(wr.
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We note that the E field has disappeared; it only affects the mutual

interactions (F ) but not the longitudinal momentum of the quasineutral

mixture.

The ion drift velocity w . is in an excellent approximation
zx

the longitudinal center of mass velocity of the plasma:
w = (ra.w . + m w )/(m. + m ). As we will see w . «* 10 m/s and
zp l zi e ze i e zi

4 4

w =10 m/s; because further m./m = 7 10 the relative deviation

(w /wzj. - 1) « 10"
4.

The radial ion flux follows from eq. 1:

r. - I ƒ r.(S-|_nw z.)dr' . (7)nw .
n * 0

The validity of our considerations is confined to plasmas with

a radius larger than the smaller of the ion mean free path and the ion
29 30

cyclotron radius ' . As stated before also the collision times between

the charged particles should be much shorter than those of elastic and

charge exchanging collisions or ionizations.

We discuss now the different momentum contributions. The magnitude

of each term of eq. 6 will be compared with the plasma pressure gradient

— with p = nk (T + T.). The characteristic lengths will be denoted Z

3 1 3 1 —2 R —1
and R: •*— i> -if and •*— ̂  =• with 10 < •=• < 10 . The temperatures T. and T0z 6 or K £1 1 e

are of the same order of magnitude.

Inertia. For the relative momentum contrioution containing w . we may write

( 8 a )

and for the other term

™iw«i h Vi ^ ^ (8b)

As we will see both contributions may only be significant near the cathode.
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Poloidal B field. The J B. term is zero on the. axis and far from the axis

it is negligible:

.„• *

2 " E "i

Here uQ is the magnetic permeability and I the arc current.

s :Viscosity. The axial component of the ion viscosity can be written as :

"lp8i = i h (n0 IF Wri
1 3

- 2 n0 & Wzi>

1 3
(10)

Here the viscosity coefficients n,, are IV. = n.'k_T. T.. f. (fi.T..) with

f, ̂  1 for all k and T.. according to
K. 11

) 3 / 2

hi
(T./1V)

ÜH
^7.59 106 fi.

" on —3
Here T. = kgT./e and n. = n./(10 . m ); In Ac is the Coulomb logarithm

(A c*. 10) 3 2; ¥.. = T../1 s. We will estimate the magnitudes of the terms

1 3 3
in eq. 10 with respect to the — -r— r no T — W . term. In the same sequencer dr z or zi

of the terms

r 3r n2 37 Wzi

(

zi
« 1 « 1

(12)

i R

< i

These estimates are valid unless f„ « 1, so if (2. T.. < 10. For higher

values of fl.T.. however classical viscosity can play no role at all in the

axial momentum balance of the HCA. From eq. 12 we conclude that
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(13)

29
witti

1,2(S2.T..) + 2.23v i n '

2* 3 3

(14a)

and
.38( V. •)

2 é 3 3

(14b)

The relative magnitude of the viscosity in eq. 6 in the case that

n.t.. < 101
ï ii

w .1. .Z
zi il 1 , (15)

with 1.. = v .T... We conclude that the kinetic viscosity plays a role

comparable with the pressure gradient.

lonization and neutral friction. We discuss the reaction rates <ov>. and

<av >. in eq. 5. For the direct ionization from the neutral ground level
e ion n 33

we use the formula for a(v ) by Drawin which is integrated numerically
to give the rate coefficient <"v e

>
i o n d i r (fig.l). For further calculations

fig.l. The rate coefficient

for the direct ionization

of argon as a function

of the electron

temperature
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we fit an analytic expression to the. obtained rate coefficient, which is

multiplied by a factor of 1.74 to account for stepwise ionization. The

value of 1.74 serves as an approximation except at f = 4V and n = .8

for which it has been calculated ' .

The frictional term <av>. is made up of charge exchange and

elastic collisions. Under most of our conditions v . » v so we put
36

v = v.. According to Kobayashi in the ion energy range between .2 and
1 —19 2

SeV a constant charge exchange cross section of 5.0 10 m can be used.
37 -19 2

The elastic cross section is smaller and has a value of 1.7 10 m .
The result is

<ov>ia = 1.66 10~
l3 /(T./1V) (m3/s) . (16)

We estimate the relative magnitude of neutral friction at f. = 2V
— 15 3 *"

and Ï = 4V. Then <av> ,. , - <ov>. + <ov >. = 4.2 10 m /s. Now for
e total ia e ion

na<* 5 10"
2

M8. n <av> , w . Z

«i 2—;°tal » <, .
37 p vti

Limitations in the validity of the model. The theoretical considerations

are valid in the central core of the plasma where R.T.. < I. There the ion
r l ii

mean free path 1.. « R. At larger radii however the mean free path

becomes of the order of the ion cyclotron radius p. » v../fi. which is not

much smaller than R. The use of transport coefficients becomes invalid

in that case.

Although we have only discussed classical transport theory, the

influence of turbulent diffusion may be important under certain plasma

conditions-. We will recur to this in §6.

Numerical calculation. Scattering of the experimental data has a twofold

cause. Hot only random fluctuations occur but also long term drifts in

the plasma parameters as a consequence of the finite Iff etime of the cathode.

Because we need to know the gradients in eq.6 with sufficient accuracy, we

apply data reduction. Gaussian curves are chosen as the description of

even radial profiles. This choice is well justified by the experiments.
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Some of the. formulae used will be presented in the subsequent sections.

All formulae, with dependencies both on r and z, have been put

into a computer program which calculates all terms of eq. 6 for different

values of r and z, using the experimentally determined values of w ., w„.,

T., n and n .l e a

§3. Experimental arrangement

The experiments have been carried out on a hollow cathode argon

arc with a tantalum cathode of 6 and 8 mm inner and outer diameter res-

pectively. The anode-cathode separation is 1.30 m. By longitudinal and

sidewards displacement of the electrodes the arc is movable with respect

to the diagnostics. For all the experiments a magnetic field of .2T and an

arc current of 50A have been chosen.

The electron temperature T and density n are determined from

Thomson scattering. The light source is a pulsed ruby laser (energy ̂  30 J,

pulse duration Ö 1.5 ms). The scattered light is detected at a scattering
38 39

angle of ir/2 rad in 5 wavelength channels ' . The sensitivity of the

channels has been determined with respect to the sensitivity of a sixth

channel at the central wavelength by the use of a tungsten ribbon lamp.

Absolute calibration has been carried out by Rayleigh scattering from argon

gas in the central channel. Near the cathode the fluctuations in the plasma

background radiation do not permit accurate scattering measurements. In

fig.2 the Abel inverted continuum intensity in one of the detection channels

0.5

O.I .

.4 .6 1.0

fig. 2. Plasma continuum emissivity as a function of the electron density.
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is plotted against a as measured with. Thomson scattering. We see that the
e 2

emissivity e is proportional to n with no significant influence of T .
6 38 e

This proportionality agrees with the theoretical expectations . Laterally

scanned measurements of e now provide the value of n in the case that

Thomson scattering is not appropriate.

In the high density range T is determined from the absolute

intensity of the 488.0 nm ion spectral line. The population density n with

respect to the ground state density n behaves as
(n/g)* = (n/g)°r(1)exp(-(E*-E0)/kBTe) (18)

where g denotes the statistical weight and E -E° the energy gap between

the two levels. The collisional radiative coefficient r of the Ar II 4 p
40

group is, according to model studies by v.d. Sijde , in our parameter
19 —3

regime (n > 3 10 m ) nearly independent of n and depends only weakly

on Te. We have measured
40 r ( 1 ) = 4.5 10~4 at n£ = 7.2 10

19 m~3 and

f = 3.3 V.
6 (1)

With the known value of r , the T can be calculated with eq. 18

from the population density n of the (Ar II 4 p group) upper level of the

488.0 nm spectral line. In its turn the n follows from the measured

absolute emissivity of this line.

The neutral particle density n is determined as follows. Once

T is known, eq. 18 can be used in the Ar I system to obtain the neutral

ground state density n° by measurements of the intensity of the 696.5 nm

the r has been determined with the aid of the ion energy balance at the

spectral line (upper level in the Ar I 4 p group). For the Ar I 4 p group

the r has been determined with the aid c

axis of the arc by Pots39'41 for f < 4 V:

.25 n e (1 V )
2

(T.-T )(T.(T.+T ))*
X 9. X. 1 3L

A value r ( 1 ) = 5.1 10"5 has been found35.

The temperatures of the ions, T., and of the neutrals, T , are
l a

measured from the Doppler broadening of spectral lines. We use the

Ar I 696.5 nm and the Ar II 668.4 nm spectral lines. A monochromator is

placed in tandem with a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FP). The FP is used
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in a central spot configuration and is wavelength, scanned by variation of

the argon gas density between the plates. The temperature of the FP is
39

stabilized

Because of Zeeman splitting of the spectral lines, temperature

measurements are performed with a polaroid filter by which the ir components

are selected. We detect T. and T using radiation emerging at an angle
X el

of ir/2 rad with the axis of the arc. Both spectral lines have upper and

lower levels with slightly different Lande factors, so that some influence

of Zeeman splitting remains. The absolute errors in T. and T are about
X 3.

.1 eV.

The transmitted light intensity is measured with a photomultiplier

and after amplification digitized in 256 samples. All data are stored and

handled by a PDF 11 LSI computer. All measurements and calculations have

been done with this computer, except Voig't-deconvolutions of spectral

lines for the determination of T. and T . These are done with a Burroughs
l a

B 7700 computer.

The drift velocities w and w« are measured along a line of

sight (fig.3) at an angle a of .43 rad with the axis of the arc. In order

fig. 3. Doppler shift diagnostic. C » cathode, A = anode, L = lens, M •

mirror, CH - chopper, MO » monochromator, FP » Fabry-Perot inter-

ferometer plates, D - pinhole diaphragm, PM - photomultiplier tube,

OA - operational amplifier, LI » lock in amplifier, V « electrometer,

DP - digital processing.

to obtain an absolute wavelength shift AX (AX * 10 nm for a velocity of

45 m/s if X - 668.4 nm) a reference beam has been used which emerges from
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the plasma oppositely to the primary beam and which- after reflection and

chopping returns to be detected together with, the primary beam. A spectral

red shift of the primary beam occurs together with a blue shift of equal

magnitude in the secondary one. The multiplier signal is amplified and

separated electronically into a DC and an AC component before digital

storage (256 samples in a time of 60 s). The velocity measurements have

been done with axial and lateral displacement of the plasma column in order

to keep all optical paths unchanged. If in separate measurements the

secondary beam is too noisy, this permits averaging over a number of spectral

profiles.

A check of the set up with an unmagnetized gas discharge without

gas flow has yielded a neutral particle drift velocity averaged over the

line of sight as low as 20 (+ 10) m/s. Seeming wavelength shifts as a

consequence of electronic averaging times during the wavelength scan have

been excluded.

§4. Measurements

For the calculation of local drift velocities from the line

integrated ones, several wavelength scans have been performed at different

lateral positions. The low intensity of the spectral lines confines us to

positions near the axis of the arc. There in a good approximation we may

write for the axial drift velocity w . and the rotation w„. of the ions:
Zl HI

wzi - wzoi «<P(-r2/*z> (20a)

w 0 i = ur exp(-r
2/Xg) , (20b)

where wzoi» *z, i» and XQ are still dependent on the axial position z.

We may conclude from geometrical considerations that the mean ion velocity

<w.>, averaged over the line of sight, obeys

- w h sin(a)exp(-h2/A2) + w .cos(a)exp(-h2A2)
<w.> r—y-i -z—5-j . (21)

(1 + X J / X Q ) 4 (1 + A ^ M p *

Here h is the lateral position of the detection beams which is localized

with the lateral intensity profile (fig.4). We use that the intensity
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•
I CA.U.)
indirect A

L
i

I (A.U.) I*
direct /

/

A:

fig. 4. Typical intensities of the

direct and indirect beam

as a function of the

lateral position h.

I, which acts as a weight factor in the averaging, turns out to be a

Gaussian function of r:

I = Io exp(-r
2/Aj) . (22)

In all our measurements A- < and < AQ, The corrections in the

denominators of eq. 21 amount to about 10%. In eq. 21 the rotation appears

as the odd part of <w^ while the axial drift gives the even part in h.

We note that wQ. has a maximum:

6i,max
(23)

In fig. 5 a typical wavelength shift as a function of h is given. A least

squares fit according to eq. 21 is shown in fig. 6. In this way the axial

and rotational ion drifts have been determined at different positions z

(figs. 7 and 8). The arc parameters are mentioned in table 1.

The rotation is composed of an E/B dominated drift and an

oppositely directed diamagnetic drift. In the case of a strong B field

(n.T.. » 1) the diamagnetic drift w,. as v .p./R dominates, as has been

reported on thermonuclear plasmas . We are dealing mainly with an E/B
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fig. 5. Wavelength shifts AA as a

function of the lateral

position h.

1 h <c»)

fig. 6. Absolute wavelength shift as

a function of h with a fitted

curve by least squares

according to eq. 21.
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60 z (cm)

fig. 7. Ion rotation at different longitudinal positions z. Upper figure:

the rotational velocity w„. „„„ according to eq. 23 and its ratio

to the thermal velocity v ^. Lower figure: the angular rotation

frequency.

20 40 60 z (cm)

fig. 8. Longitudinal ion drift velocity on the axis ^z

z, directed towards the anode.

^ a s a function of
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gas

cathode

neutral gas pressure

gas flux

magnetic field

arc current

arc length

argon

tantalum;

0.27 Pa

3.5 1020

0.2 T

50 A

1.3 m

diameter: outer 8 mm, inner 6 mm

s

table 1. Parameters of the discharge.

29
rotation w__.. Supposing that E <* T /R, directed inward , we expect

£(i5i e

w_„. » -v„.p./R also. The magnitude of w_. is roughly between 30 and
iitax ti i o19max no28
50% of v .. Previously Timmermans et al. found values of about 30%

The axial ion velocity, the equivalent of the toroidal rotation
no

in a tokamak « reaches values of 500-1500 m/s at z > 5 cm but w . is
zoi

larger than 2000 m/s near the cathode, which indicates a sonic or near
37

sonic expansion there .

The neutral particle drift velocity decreases to zero within a

few cm (fig. 9). The neutral gas density near the cathode consists of two

2.5

1.5

0.5

-w (103 m/j)
V neutrals

10 z <c.)

fig. 9. Longitudinal drift velocities

of ions and neutrals as a

function of z in the vicinity

of the cathode.
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contributions . A hot fraction expands with, a considerable drift velocity

from the cathode and a cold fraction without a measurable drift velocity

emerges from the surrounding gas background. The change with increasing

z in these fractions causes the w to decrease.
za

The characteristic widths are shown in fig. 10. Near the axis

3

(c»)

2

60 z (ca)

fig. 10. Characteristic widths X , X_ , X-. of Ar I 4 p - 4 s transitions

and X_. of Ar II 4 p - 4

longitudinal position z.

and X_. of Ar II 4 p - 4 s transitions in dependence of the

the electron temperature as well as the density are approximately Gaussian

functions of the radius:

Te = Teo e xP(~ r /*Te^ (24a)

ne = neo e xP<" r 2^ne ) ( 2 4 b )

A typical plot of Thomson scattering measurements is given in fig. 11 and

fig. 12. In fig. 13 the n and X are displayed.
eo ne

fig. 11 & 12. Electron temperature T and

density n as a function of r

at z = 30 cm, measured by

Thomson scattering.
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fig. 13. Electron density n and its width X as a function of z.
& lie

The ion temperature T. as given in fig. 14 turns out to be nearly

(eV)

u 20 M 60 z (ca)

fig. 14. Ion temperature T. and electron temperature T on the axis in

dependence of z. Measurements of T by Thomson scattering (+)

and by optical spectroscopy (o).

oo

independent of r .We note that our values of T\ and Tfi are in fair

agreement with those of other authors ' . The method of determining T.

by spectral line Doppler broadening has found its way also in thermo-

nuclear plasma research

55. The axial momentum balance.

As stated before, a computer program has been written with which

the numerical values of the different contributions to the axial momentum

balance are calculated from the experimental data. The z-dependencies of
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T..T , n. , n. , w -,o> and the characteristic widths are fed into the
i eo eo a zoi.'

program in. the form of analytic representations. We only perform cal-

culations at-values of z larger than 5 cm. We have seen already that

towards the periphery of the arc the theory becomes invalid.

The different calculated force densities at the axis of the arc

are plotted in fig. 15. A positive sign denotes an accelerating force

fig. 15. The different force densities f on the axis which contribute to

the longitudinal momentum balance (eq. 6). A positive sign denotes

a force towards the anode; 1 = pressure gradient, 2 = viscosity

including w.., 3 = inertia with w . -r— w ., 4 = neutral friction

* and 5M .
21.

viscosity including w ..
ZX

density in the positive z direction. The inertia and the rotational contri-

bution to the viscosity only play a role in the direct vicinity of the

cathode. The neutral friction turns out to be of minor importance at the

axis. Roughly the axial ion drift velocity is determined by the balance

between the plasma pressure gradient and the kinematic viscosity. Because

far from the axis fl.T.. » 1 and therefore the viscosity.vanishes, there

the neutral friction is expected to take over the decelerating force

density from the viscosity. The viscosity only transfers momentum between

inner and outer parts of the arc. It cannot add momentum to the plasma

averaged over a cross section. We have experimental values of n only on

the axis.
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We note that the viscosity in fig. 15 does not compensate fully

the pressure gradient. It is possible that turbulence may enhance the n.

coefficients.

Fig. 16 shows the different terms in the axial momentum balance

I r (mn)

fig.16. The same force densities as

in fig. 15, multiplied with

r as a weight factor, over an

arc cross section at z • 10 cm.

for different radii on a fixed z of 10 cm. All volume forces have been

multiplied by r as a weight factor. We see that for values of r smaller

than ,5 cm the pressure gradient is balanced roughly by the ion viscosity.
39

In the plasma edge the turbulence level has its maximum and there the

value of turbulent viscosity may exceed the kinetic one. We will estimate

its magnitude.

56. The influence of turbulence.

We are interested in the extent to which the ion viscosity n is

enhanced by turbulence. In the foregoing we have seen that the kinematic

ion viscosity n2 fails to compensate fully the plasma pressure gradient.

We investigate a turbulent viscosity coefficient nt so that n • TI2
 + n

t;

nt =* n.m.D where D is the turbulent coefficient of self diffusion. For

a full compensation of the pressure gradient by turbulent enhanced viscosity,

the turbulent diffusion coefficient needs to be about 3 m /s.
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IX. has been, argued ' that the turbulence is caused mainly by

a plasma flute instability with a logarithmic growth rate y = a' wn./r,
-1 4 -1 .

with a' a 10 .In our case y =* 3 10 s . Because the effective collision

frequency v. between the ions and the neutrals is sufficiently small,

the instability is not collisionally damped and we are dealing with. Bohm

diffusion so that D « a' I /B a 2 n /s, which value approaches the

expected one.

Turbulently generated viscosity may play a role of at least the

same importance as kinematic viscosity. The estimates, although rough, are

in fair agreement with the expected Bohm diffusion.

97. Conclusions.

The experimental data of w ., wa., n , n , T and X., scanned
Zl ÖX 6 3. & X

over lateral and longitudinal positions, provide a good insight in the

processes governing the axial ion drift. The Doppler shift spectroseopy

with two detection beams has proven to be a reliable tool for measuring

drift velocities. Because of the plasma pressure gradient the ions move

towards the anode, against the direction of the electric field. The axial
ion drift velocity w • decreases from a value of 2 10 m/s at the cathode

zi 2

to about a value of 5 10 m/s at z = 20 cm. There w . has a minimum and

at the same longitudinal position the rotational velocity w.. reaches its

maximum. The ion rotation amounts to a considerable fraction of the value

of the ion thermal speed. The neutral particle density is composed of a

fraction that leaves the cathode with the same longitudinal velocity as

the ions, and a fraction that enters the arc from the surrounding gas

background. In the first few centimeters near the cathode the former fraction

causes the neutrals to drift, but further in the arc the neutrals are

nearly without drift.

In the parameter range chosen for the arc the two dominant contri-

butions in the axial momentum balance are the plasma pressure gradient and

the ion viscosity, although at higher neutral background pressures also

neutral friction plays a role. In the first few centimeters near'the

cathode other effects occur also: inertia and rotationally dependent vis-

cosity. Although w . has a minimum at a position z of 20 cm, the plasma

pressure decreases monotonously with z.
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The classical transport theory gives quantitatively correct

results, although its validity has two major limitations. In the outer

region of the arc the ion Hall parameter S2..T.. exceeds 1 while the gyration

radius P. approaches the arc radius. Furthermore turbulence generates

Bohm diffusion, which causes an important turbulent contribution to the

ion viscosity.

The two major decelerating effects on the ions according to the

classical theory can be expressed in two dimensionless numbers. The ratio

of the ion viscosity to the plasma pressure gradient (eq. 15) is

(w . l..Z)/(v .R ) and the ratio of the neutral friction to the plasma
Zl 11 Ll _

pressure gradient (eq. 17) is n <crv.> ,w . Z/v . . From the values of
3 1 LOC&J. Zl tl

these two numbers it can be decided whether viscosity or neutral friction

dominates the deceleration and which magnitude of w . is to be expected.

Nevertheless the effect of turbulence should be considered separately.

Turbulentviscosity additionally transfers momentum between the plasma

core and the outer region where it can be dissipated by neutral friction.
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III. Transport and turbulence experiments in 3 regimes of a magnetized

plasma

SI. Introduction

The hollow cathode arc (HCA) is excellently suited for the study
1-4

of highly ionized plasmas : it can be operated in a steady state, the

for plasma transport and turbulence important ion Hall parameter can be

varied in a wide range around unity, the plasma can be made both turbulent

and quiescent, and the density of the neutral background gas can be varied

over several decades.

One of the major items of interest in a HCA is the transport of

ions, especially the rotation and the longitudinal drift . These are
12 13

not only of interest for applications like isotope separation ' and fast
14

particle beam production . Also in thermonuclear plasmas the toroida.l and

poloidal rotation of ions plays a role , especially in the presence of
1 ft

limiters or when neutral beam heating is applied
ft 19—21

Another subject of interest in HCA studies is turbulence ' .

The broad range of arc parameters enables the experimenter to vary the
22 23

Reynolds number * and to change the arc flow from laminar to turbulent.

We will see that the magnitude of the turbulent diffusion approaches the
24

value of the Bohm diffusion .

It is our aim to investigate the connections between turbulence

and longitudinal ion transport and to trace the quantities that determine

the different kinds of behaviour. In particular we are interested in the

transitions between the laminar and turbulent states, taking into account

neutral friction.

§2. Theory

In order to elucidate the connections between longitudinal ion

transport and turbulence, we consider first the two phenomena separately.

Longitudinal ion velocity

It has been argued and confirmed experimentally that, apart

from the first few centimeters near the cathode, the axial ion momentum
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balanee behaves according to

V - 7 fe ™ h V + W,ivia = ° ' (°
Here z and r are respectively the longituainal and radial positions in

the arc, w . is the axial ion drift velocity, n is the electron density

which equals the ion density n., k_ is the Boltzmann constant, T and T.

are the electron and ion temperatures, m. is the ion mass and v. is the

neutral particle collision frequency including ionization (ion), elastic

collisions (ec) and charge exchange (ce):

v. = n (<crv >. + <av.> + <av.> ) . (2)
ia av e. ion l ec l ce v

Here <r denotes a cross section and v , v. the particle velocities, while

n is the neutral particle density.

In the absence of turbule
9S—78 3

given in the classical (Braginskii) theory ' :

In the absence of turbulence the ion viscosity n is the T\„ as

I.2(n.T..)2 + 2.23
n = n. k^ T. T.. ~ 5 . (3)
2 * T» i "• (B.Ti.)* + 4.03(n.T..)

2 + 2.33

Here Q. is the ion angular gyration frequency and t.. is the ion-ion
1 . 28 *"̂

momentum collision time . The use of this transport coefficient is only

justified if the microscopic mean free path of the ions is much smaller

than the macroscopic gradient length. As we will see, in the plasma edge

however S.T.. £ 1 and the gyration radius is not much smaller than the arc

radius, so there the use of n, fails to be accurate.
We note that n, is connected with the kinetic coefficient of self

29diffusion D. b y D, » n_/n.m.. In the weakly magnetized case
K £ a z. l l ,

(n.T.. < .3) D, =>; v. .T../2, where v. . = (2k_T./m.)J, and in the strongly
1 11 K tl 11 tl o 1 1

2
magnetized case (Q.T.. > 3) D. a p./x.. or

(4)
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where p. is v .fa., B is the magnetic field and f^ is k^T^/e.

In eq. -I the pressure gradient acts as the driving force density

on the ions which is balanced by viscosity and neutral friction. Under the

plasma conditions already reported the viscosity dominates on the axis

of the column, but a dominance ct neutral friction over viscosity is possible,

provided that the dimensionless number

~ > ' • ( 5 )

2
Here R is the arc radius; v^a R can be interpreted as an equivalent

diffusion coefficient by neutral friction, D-.

We will see however, that turbulence may be involved in the vis-

cosity.

Turbulence

The turbulent diffusion in the HCA is mainly due to low frequency
19

fluctuations. Pots identified as the main source of these the physical

mechanism of the combined Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz (RTKH) in-

stability . The angular frequencies spread around 10 = w ./2R , where

w.. is the ion rotation velocity in the arc. The linear growth rate y of

this instability in the absence of viscous or frictional damping has a

magnitude30'31'34

Y = o wei/R, a « .3 . (6)

Turbulence only sets in if the instability is not too heavily damped by
2

neutral friction or by kinetic viscosity, so if y' := y - v. - D,k > 0,
X3 K

where k is the wave number of the instability.
19

The drift instability that has also been observed in the HCA ,

may be neglected here because its contribution to the onset of turbulence
30 32

is much smaller than that of the RTKH instability ' . In the plasma edge

the ion mean free path is about the cyclotron radius p.. This is not much

smaller than the arc radius R and turbulence may affect the ion velocity

distribution there. The resulting micro-instability physics will be

omitted in our considerations.

In the case that y ' > 0 the instability leads to turbulence that

is limited by turbulent diffusion itself22'23'38'39; then the turbulent
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diffusion coefficient D fulfills

Y» - Dt k
2 <_ 0 . (7)

For reasons of simplicity we omit the tensorial character of D . We never-

theless only discuss diffusion effects perpendicular to the B field because

the ideal flute mode (k =* 0) is the most unstable one and has been
8 9 19 21 40 ^

measured ' ' ' * . From eq. 7 it is clear that the maximum value of
2

y'/k determine
turbulence. So

q
2 2

y'/k determines D and that all modes with a lower y'/k will damp out by

Dt - ^ ' / k

In our plasma k ae m/R where m is the azimuthal mode number (m - 1,2,3,...).

The lowest mode (m = 1) should dominate in our arc, which conclusion finds

experimental verification8'J 9'21' .

Although we discuss a turbulent diffusion coefficient, it must

be stressed that the length scale of the turbulence is the arc radius.

Therefore the meaning of D is not local but concerns the whole arc cross

section.

Neglecting for a moment kinetic viscosity and neutral friction

we write the turbulent diffusion coefficient (eqs. 6 and 8) as follows

Dt ** a W8i R ' ^9)

In the HCA it has been found ' ' that w e i a Te/2RB. Therefore eq. 9 may

be replaced by

Dt * a' V B > a' ** '°~1 •

This is approximately the Bohm diffusion coefficient .

Now we are able to reformulate the two criteria for turbulence.

The neutral friction must be weak enough, or

and the kinetic viscosity must not be too strong, or

o wfl. R
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We note that the. dimensionless number in eq. J] agrees with that in eq. 5.

Furthermore the number in eq. J2 is equivalent with the Reynolds number

in common fluid dynamics.

If in the HCA turbulence dominates, the viscosity in eq. 1 is

mainly turbulent: n. ca n.m.D .

In the foregoing we have found 3 diffusion coefficients which

in the HCA determine both the longitudinal ion driit velocity and turbulence.

We summarize our conclusions in table 1, where we mention the effects on

regime

kinetic

frictional

turbulent

coefficient

T. nirii

k B
if a.x.. < .3

l 11

Dk = B Ö.T..
1 11

if fi.T.. > 3

D, = V. R

f£ T.

f - ]

w .
Zl

kinetic

viscosity

n2

friction

turbulent

viscosity

nimi Dt

turbulence

quiescent

quiescent

turbulent

table 1. View of the three operating regimes of the hollow cathode arc

with the effects on longitudinal ion drift and turbulence.

turbulence and longitudinal ion drift if the diffusion coefficient concerned

dominates the other ones. The different regimes are represented graphically

in fig. I. We note that T.. and v. are not independent because on the axis

of the arc the ion energy balance links them: v. T.. = 5 10 T./1V.
13 1L 1

The relative density fluctuation level can be estimated as

follows. The turbulent diffusion consists of a random walk drift' velocity

w which is dissipated in a time 1/y; so D ~* w /y. The density fluctuation

n is connected with w by n/n c* w/vt^ . Therefore D a: (n/n) v . /y'.
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FRICTIONAL

.3 I 10 30

fig. I. Three operating regimes of the hollow cathode arc with their

dominating diffusion coefficients.

Combining this with the equations 6 and 9 we obtain

-I
n/a « .3 wei/vti 10 (13)

The calculated value is in fair agreement with the experiments, as we will

see.

Resonant oscillations.

In the fluctuation spectrum of the HCA often a narrow peak is

observed at a frequency that varies with the length L of the arc. Apparently
o Q in

we are dealing here with a collective oscillation of the whole arc ' ' .

The m = 1 geometry of the fluctuation comes to a displacement over a small

radial distance and therefore may be described as a space curve around the

axis (fig.2). The current through the curve at each z constitutes a vector;
o

in linearized from: _I = I(3x/az, ay/az, 1). The mass per unit length njnu *R
of the arc undergoes an acceleration by the Lorentz force:

at
n ^ TfR- * ~ Y ( x . y . z ) = I x B (14)
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fig. 2. Resonant oscillation of the whole arc, describing a space curve

around the axis

with B » (0,0,B). Denoting 3/3t as iu and 3/3z as -ik we write the dis-
"™ Z

persion relation

nimiirR
2u2(x,y) = ikzIB(y,-x) (15a)

«*- (-JEL
n.m.irR'
l l

2' z '
(15b)

A free traveling wave would describe a rotating helix, but the geometry

of a standing wave is readily expressed in one of the eigenfunctions at

kz = „/L:

(16)

Although a perfect rotational symmetry of the DC arc would exclude a

resonant k , we suppose that k ~ TT/L. An asymmetric burning up of the
z z

cathode or a hotter spot there may generate a boundary condition with its
41

counterpart upon the anode. Indeed Boeschoten has observed that a new

cathode must burn some time before a definite resonant arc oscillation

occurs.
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§3. Experimental methods and typical parameters.

Our experiments have been carried out on an argon fed HCA with

a cylindrical tantalum cathode tube of 6 and 8 mm inner and outer diameter
11 In

respectively • . We vary the B field, the arc current I , the neutral gas

background pressure P and the gas flux N independently,
a g

The ion drift velocities w . and w„. are measured interfero-
zi oi

metrically from the Doppler shift of the 668.4 nm ion spectral line (fig.3).

fig. 3. Doppler shift diagnostic. C = cathode, A • anode, L * lens,

M = mirror, CH = chopper, MO « monochromator, FP * Fabry-Perot

interferometer plates, D • pinhole diaphragm, PM * photomultiplier

tube, OA = operational amplifier, LI • lock in amplifier,

V = electrometer, DP " digital processing.

We use a reference beam method to obtain the absolute wavelength shift .

The density fluctuation level (n/n)DUO :- <(n/n) > is determined
Krlo . Q

from the relative light intensity fluctuation "Ï/1 oc 2 n/n as measured

with a photodiode (fig.4), Because of the m - 1 geometry of the turbulence,

measurement over a line of sight is appropriate . We measure l7l in the

plasma edge where it has its maximum. We have seen already that the turbulent

diffusion coefficient is proportional with (n/n) .

For more information about the experimental methods we refer .

Here we mention only the presence of a Thomson scattering and a spectral

line intensity diagnostic. The measured parameters are n , T , T. and.the
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PD A FF

fig. 4. Optical probe diagnostic for light fluctuation measurements. PL =

plasma, L = lens, PD = photodiode, A = amplifier, FF = frequency

filter, VDC = DC voltage meter, V,

measurement unit.
RMS

RMS fluctuation level

temperature T and density n of the neutral gas. Measurements in the HCA
o. SL

have yielded the values of table 2; we will call this set of parameters

our operating point.

11

T

T.
X

T
a

n

= 5

= 3

= .2

= 8

= 3

8

eV;a

eV

eV;

.O19

10 1 8

1O18

o.r

m"3

nf3

m"3

.

;a

;a

;o.r.

B =

Ia =

P =
a

z =

V
L -

.2 T

50 A

.27 Pa

.2 m

3.5 1020 s"1

1.3 m

table 2. Values of the plasma parameters in the operating point

a = axis; o.r. = outer region.

We establish the radius R of the plasma by fitting a Gaussian

curve to the angular ion rotation frequency w . /r:

wQi/r = (orot exp-(r/R) with corot = 5 10 s . The rotation is directed

in the positive z direction. We find a value for R of 10 mm.

In the outer plasma region only charge exchange and elastic

collisions play a role in v. because there the electron temperature is

too low to give a significant contribution to the source term. The combined
—19 2

cross section a has a value of 6.7 10 m and the collision rate v. ,
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following from v.
a

4 _]
O s

J.66 JO n J T. (s ,
ax.

_3
m > V), amounts to a value of

2.3 JO"1 s ' in the outer region. The ion-ion collision time T.. is about
—7 28 5 — \

8.6 10 s and the ion cyclotron frequency fi. is 4.8 10 s so the ic

Hall parameter ft.T.. is about .41 at the axis. We have plotted n.T.. for

different radial positions in fig. 5. We see that Ü.T.. increases strongl

towards the edge of the plasma.

fig. 5. Values of the ion Hall parameter Ü.T.. for different radii;

operating point (table 2) in two different longitudinal positions z.

The data on T and B, substituted in eq. 10, give a value for
9 e

D of about 2.5 m /s. The value of D, in the operating point is plotted in

fig. 6 as a function of r/R. At r = 1.3 R,D. falls rapidly below D .
JV t

0 .5 1.0 1.5

fig. 6. Kinetic diffusion coefficient D. , according to the classical theory^0,

in several radial positions. Operating point; z = 20 cm.

28
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The equivalent diffusion coefficient by neitral friction Df has on the

axis a value of .43 P where P » P /(.13Pa); .13 Pa » 10~^ Torr. We see
£1 & 3.

that at P «6, D- reaches the same magnitude as D .

As we will see the arc in the operating point is turbulent

with n/iM .2, which is about the highest value that occurs. Thus in the

region r > 1.3 R, where D > D., the turbulence is generated strongly

enough to dominate the whole arc. We note that the fluctuation level

agrees well with the expectation (eq. 13).

The values of the three diffusion coefficients are not very

different. Therefore the operating point is in fig.1 situated near the

triple point. By variations of B, I , P and N we may cause transitions

between the 3 regimes and obtain an experimental check of the model.

54. Experiments and discussion

We will study the influence of varying B, I , P and N on n/n
a a g

and w . and try to interpret the results in the frame of our model. The
zi

scattering of the measured values in the different experiments is due to

the burning up of the cathode, which however does not affect seriously

the interpretation. The w . is always measured at the axis. We denote

<n >z as n.

The cathode region. The cathode tube contains a quiescent gas because inside
0 42

the Reynolds number is about 10 . The turbulence at different z positions
o in

is strongly correlated ' (ideal flute mode) so the cathode plasma must

exert a stabilizing influence on the arc turbulence. This is confirmed by

fig. 7 where ri/n decreases as N increases while P in the vessel is kept
42 8

constant. It has turned out that the ion production rate of the cathode

saturates at about .05 I /e, so the only effect of an increasing gas flux

on turbulence is an enhanced frictional damping at the cathode tip.

In order to avoid the stabilizing influence of the cathode as

much as possible, we have used a long arc (L = 2 i) for the fluctuation

measurements. The n/n increases from the cathode towards z = 70 cm where

we have measured it.

The stabilizing influence of N on n is also reflected in w .

(fig. 8). It has been established experimentally that w . and n at the

cathode tip are nearly constant while N varies. So the reason why w . at
g zi
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.2

.15

1 2 3

fig. 7. Relative density fluctuation level "a/n as a function of the cathode

gas flux N
S

I = 50 A, B
3.

.2T, P = .13 Pa, z = .7 m, L = 2.0 m,
3

frequency range 4-20 kHz.

6

4

2

0

-2

- w . (10* m/s)

fig. 8. Longitudinal ion drift velocity w z^ on the axis in dependence of the

cathode gas flux N . For the rest operating point conditions.

z = 20 cm increases with N , must be the decrease of the turbulent viscosity

n_ in eq. J, which, is at this plasma condition the dominant decelerating

effect on w . as we have seen. We note that for N •* 0 even a backward
ZJ. g

drift towards the cathode is observed.
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Transition between, the kinetic and the turbulent regime. As we have ex-

pressed in table 1 the value SJ.T.. as 5 marks the transition between the

kinetic and the turbulent regime. The HCA has an edge where SJ.T.. increases

from S^T^ < 1 to S.-T„ > 10 with increasing r (fig. 5). Nevertheless

the turbulence consists of m = I mode oscillations and therefore extends

over the whole arc diameter. Thus the radius r = R where fl.T.. ~ 5 must

be small enough to make turbulence possible.

The sharp coming up of turbulence with increasing E is displayed

in fig. 9 from which it is clear that indeed our operating point is situated

.15

10

05

n

n/n

- [ff/
-•a.—i_i i _ .

\ ' 4

\

' .04 Pa

B (T)
—1 1 l—1__

fig. 9. Relative density fluctuation level as a function of the applied B

field strength. I = 50 A, N

frequency range 4-20 kHz.
g

5.9 1O19 s-' .7 m, L = 2.0 m,

just in the turbulent regime; decreasing B from B = .2 T with a factor of

4 causes Dt to decrease with a factor of 10 because D ~ (ri/n) . Because

the transition from the quiescent to the turbulent state occurs at about

the same B in the whole pressure range .3 < P < 3, in the operating point

(?a = 2) no serious influence of the neutrals (D.) is involved. So fig. 9

indicates the transition from the kinetic to the turbulent regime by the

change of S K T ^ . We note that the fluctuation level decreases again from

B c* .2 T upward, which is consistent with eq. 10: D ~ 1/B. The T does not

vary appreciably in our plasma.

The turbulent behaviour shown in fig. 9 has corresponding effects

on wz£ (fig. 10). As B increases, wz^ decreases. The pressure gradient in
e q' ' Jz "e^B^e*1!^ <*oes n o t v a r v t o t h e extent that the behaviour of w .

can be explained by it. This is because the difference in plasma pressure
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12

10

8

6

4

2

n

2

4

- 0

. ^ ~

"zi (

.CJ2S

D

V

0 2 n , / s ) ^

•°i5

- . 6 7 Pa

.26 Pa

.13 Pa

\

\ \

\ D \ '\

\ B (T)
JU \ .40

\ \

1

fig. 10. Longitudinal ion drift velocity on the axis as a function of the
. 20 —1

B field. N = 1.2 10 s , z = .2 m. For the rest operating point

conditions.

at the cathode (z = 1 cm) and in the arc centre does not vary more than

25 %. Therefore the main cause of the decrease of w . must be the increasing

turbulent viscosity which hampers the longitudinal ion flow. The effect of

a strong B field is similar to that of a small gas flux (fig. 8). We have

seen that the B field at which both turbulence sets in and w . begins to

decrease, is about the same: B <* .06 T. This equality gives additional

confirmation of our previous conclusion (table 1) that w . and n/n are
ZL

governed by the same dimensionless numbers.
Also variations of the arc current I exert their influence on w .

**J *•• 3/2 28 ** ^̂ "

and n/n. Because T^. ~ T. /n. and T. does not vary, more than about a

factor of 2, the increase of the ion density n. must be responsible for a

lowering of (2.T.. as I increases. Now according to table 1 the n/n must
X. XI Si

decrease with Z& and the turbulent regime is left. This picture is confirmed

by the experiments (fig. 11).

We find an increase of w . with I (fig. 12). This is mainly

due to the increase of the plasna pressure gradient in ecj. 1 with about a

factor of 2. The part of the increase in w . that is due to the decrease of
Zl

the turbulent viscosity, can therefore not be isolated.
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.25
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15

10

05

0

. \

n/n \

\

• \

V
I a (A)
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fig. 11. Relative density fluctuation level as a function of the arc current.

B = .2 T, P = .40 Pa, N = 2.4 1020 s"1, z - .7 m, L = 2.0 m,
a g

frequency range 4-20 kHz.

50 75

fig. 12. Longitudinal ion drift velocity as a function of the arc current.
* 20 -]
N =3.010 s , z = 2 0 cm. For the rest operating point
conditions.
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We conclude that the transition between the kinetic and the tur-

bulent regime, as displayed in table J and fig. 1, is well confirmed by

the experiments.

Transition to the frictional regime. According to table 1 for a high

neutral background pressure P a quiescent plasma must exist in which w ^

is limited by neutral friction (eq. 5). We have called this plasma state

the frictional regime. As stated before we expect the transition between

the turbulent and the frictional regime at a reduced pressure Pg of

about 6.

First we discuss the decrease of n/r. as P grows (fig. 13).

We see that (n/n) reaches its half-maximum value at P ="10. Indeed the

fluctuations are damped and at P <* 10 the expected frictional regime is

entered.

.15

.10

05

n

n/n

-
O

1 1 1 1 1

0
0

1

O

1

o

p

N o

\

1 1 l i t

.oi .i i io

£ig. 13. Relative density fluctuation level as a function of the neutral

background pressure. B • ,2 I, I » 10 A, z = .7 m, L - 2.0 m,

varying N but all measurements with P > . 5 P a a t N =2.410 s ,
g a g

frequency range 4-20 kHz..

Also in the dependence of w ^ on Pg the presence of a frictional

regime at P > 10 is exhibited (fig. 14). The criterium in eq. 5 finds

confirmation here.

We conclude that the experiments show the presence of the frictional

regime with its expected effects on n/n and w . at P £ 1 0 .

Backward ion drift. As we have noticed already in the discussion of figs.

8 and 10, sometimes at the axis a backward ion drift is observed. We have

connected this phenomenon with a strong viscosity due to turbulence in the

J
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fig. 14. Longitudinal ion drift velocity as a function of the neutral back-

ground pressure. N n = 2 . 9 1 0 s , z = . 2 m . For the rest operating

point conditions.

N = 2.9 10
g

case of a strong B field or a small flow N . Nevertheless also other

phenomena must be involved as we see in fig. 15 where w . is shown as a
Z3.

function of z at low P . Here the ions must be able to cross the B field
Si

in radial direction.

2

1

n

- i

» a (I03 m/s>

V° 's™
60

z (cm)

80

fig. 15. Backward ion drift at low pressure and gas flow. The longitudinal

ion drift as a function of the axial position z. P = .06 Pa,

g
5.9 10

19 -1
For the rest operating point conditions.

11
Dotted curve: measurements at operating point conditions
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In that case also an off axis w . may exist towards the cathode

or its brass mounting block, which is shown qualitatively in fig. 16. Then the

fig.16. Qualitative view of the longitudinal ion drift velocity profile at

different positions z, C = cathode.

volume ionization should be able to produce all the ions that ultimately

reach the anode. A considerable electron density at z < 0, so behind the

cathode tip, has been measured (fig. 17) which confirms our picture.

-3 -2 -1

fig.17. Electron density as a function of the lateral position h, measured

behind the cathode tip at z = -8 cm (drawn curve) and the line in-

tegrated measured intensities (dashed curve). N

For the rest operating point conditions.

io19r'.

The backward ion drift is an important phenomenon in the HCA that

deserves further attention.

The resonant arc oscillation. In 52 we have argued that the arc as a whole

may oscillate resonantly and we have derived a dispersion relation (eq. 15b).
2

With our parameter set of table 2 we calculate a value for w /k of
z
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6.0 109 m/s2 which, for a k. of 2 m~J leads to a frequency (D/2ÏÏ of J.8 10 Hz.

We actually measure 1.1 10 Hz (fig, 48). More important is that the measured

fig. 18. Frequency of the resonant arc

oscillation as a function of

with k = IT/L. Operating

point conditions.

proportionality of u with k' in fig. 18 is in agreement with the dispersion

relation (eq. 15b). We conclude that our dispersion relation finds a good

experimental confirmation.
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§5. Conclusions

Three different operating regimes of the hollow cathode arc have

been established theoretically, characterized by the dominance of one of

the diffusion constants D, (kinetic), D (turbulent) and D. (frictional).

In each regime both the turbulence and the longitudinal ion drift velocity

w . have their own characteristics. The turbulence is related to the plasma

density fluctuation level n/n.

If it is known in which regime the arc is working, w . can be
ZX

estimated with the aid of the longitudinal momentum balance.

Experimentally we have determined an operating point where

D, a 0 a v and by variation of the arc parameters we have studied the
K t I

3 regimes.

The neutral particle density at the cathode tip influences the

fluctuation level and w . in the whole arc considerably. Variations of the
Z X

arc current I and the magnetic field B cause the ion Hall parameter ft.T..a in
in the plasma edge to pass over a limit Q.t.. c* 5. The corresponding

transition between the kinetic and the turbulent regime has been found in

n/n and in w .. The frictional regime is entered as the neutral particle
Z L

background pressure P passes the limit of about 1.3 Pa: the turbulence

damps out and w . decreases.
Z L

The behaviour of w . as a function of the neutral background

pressure and the B field can be predicted on the basis of measurements of

n/n, which are comparatively easy to perform.

The longitudinal ion drift velocity in the arc is driven by the

plasma pressure gradient. Viscosity is the main decelerating effect, unless

the neutral background decelerates the ions too strongly by friction. The

kinetic viscosity can only play a significant role near the axis. Turbulent

viscosity provides a coupling of momentum between the central core of the

arc and the periphery, where the momentum can be dissipated by neutral

friction.

A backward ion drift towards the cathode, measured at different

arc conditions and occuring preferably in a strongly turbulent arc, needs

further investigation.

We have found experimental evidence for the validity of a simple

dispersion relation describing a resonant mode of oscillation of the whole

arc.
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Because of the freedom in the choice of the discharge parameters,

the hollow cathode arc has proven to he well suited for the study of the

relation between plasma transport and turbulence.
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IV. Experiments on the source properties of a hollow cathode

§ 1. Introduction

The magnetized hollow cathode arc is an easily accessible and
1 2 3

versatile device for the study of highly ionized plasmas at low density ' ' .

Of the incoming gas flux through the cathode a fraction is ionized which

contributes to the formation of an external column. A description of the

cathode plasma is important for understanding gas efficiency, power con-

sumption and external arc conditions ' ' . The complicated nature of the

cathode processes however permits detailed descriptions only under rather

strict assumptions .
Q

Hollow cathodes can be applied in several geometries and modes
9 10

of operation ' . We will confine ourselves to the study of the plasma from

a cylindrical tantalum tube. As has been pointed out by Delcroix such a

cathode has several working regimes: the regime of low gas flow in which

the cathode tip has the highest temperature, the low current regime with
ji 12 13

the presence of cathode spots and the normal mode with a diffuse arc '

and with the highest temperature at a distance of about the tube diameter

from the tip. Most of our experiments have been carried out in the normal

mode although at low currents a hot spot indeed has been observed.

A number of important physical phenomena has been studied by

several authors. In the heating of the cathode the electrical (Debye) boundary
14 15

layer plays a major role ' . This sheath also causes an enhanced thermionic

emission of free electrons. The arc current crosses the magnetic field

inside the cathode, which sets up a rotational force density there. It has

been pointed out that metastable particles play a role in the cathode

operation ' ; certainly the volume ionization of neutral particles by

electrons that enter the internal plasma with about the sheath potential,

is a process of primary importance.

An analysis of the radial current density profile has been carried

out in the case of a negligibly small gas flow . It may be expected however

that the longitudinal ion and neutral drift velocity approaches the thermal
18

speed ; we will report on supersonic flows just behind the tube exit.
Because the main use of hollow cathodes is in their source
19 20 21

properties ' ' we will consider the mass, momentum and energy conversions

of the cathode as a whole, rather than to develop a detailed picture of the
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physics inside. Nevertheless our experimental data will allow us to make

estimates of some internal quantities.

One of the crucial parameters of the cathode is the longitudinal

drift velocity with which -the ions and neutrals leave the cathode. With the

velocity sampling of an anode extracted beam, Theuws established supersonic
22 23

velocities ' . This method has the disadvantage that the sampling is per-

formed outside the plasma. So the velocity distribution is measured folded

with a transmission probability, which is smaller for low velocity particles.

Although these measurements indicate large velocities of neutrals and

metastables, these may arise from the high velocity tail. We will measure

the velocity in situ, just behind the cathode exit by the method of Doppler

interferoraetry . These measurements, together with experiments on tempera-

tures and densities, will permit us to draw conclusions on ion production

rates, cathode saturation phenomena, momentum balances and the main energy

conversion processes in the cathode. By this our program is established.

Our experiments have been carried out on the large scale device

at the Eindhoven University of Technology, which has been described else-
25

where . As a test gas we use argon.

§2. Theory

12

As a theoretical framework for a diffuse cathode plasma we will

consider the conservation laws of matter, longitudinal momentum and energy

in the cathode. As stated before, our measurements have been done outside

the tube itself. Therefore an integral formulation of the conservation

laws is appropriate. Most of our experiments have been carried out at a

longitudinal distance z = 10 mm from the cathode tip, so we define this

position as the outer boundary in the theory.

Matter conservation. The gas flux N , the number of gas particles per

second that enters the cathode, must leave it either as neutral gas (N )
a,

or as charged particles (N.), singly or multiply ionized:

N = N. + N = (n.XA.X + n XA x)w x . (1)
g i a i i a a z

Here n. and n are the exit particle densities on the axis, A. and A X
X di 1 SL

are the effective cross sections of their flows

Ax - (/°°nwz2Trrdr)/(nwz)r=0, (2)
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and w x is the heavy particle longitudinal drift velocity on the axis, all
Z

at z = 10 mm.

It is appropriate to relate N. to the charge carrier flux I /e,

the arc current over the elementary charge. The arc current emerges from

free electron emission and from ion recombination at the inner cathode

surface. Each spontaneously emitted electron gains about 30 eV energy in

the Debye sheath and contributes to direct or stepwise ionization, which

indicates a proportionality between N. and I /e. The part of I that is
2. Si 3 *

sustained by ion wall recombination contains a proportionality with n. ,

the ion density inside the cathode, and is therefore related to N.. Never-

theless at very low gas flow, N. is limited by N . So we expect nearly

full ionization at sufficiently small N and a saturation N. of N. if K.

is large, with some proportionality between N.sa and I /e. The ionization
2. ^3.

fraction a = N./N must decrease from about 1 to 0 as N varies from 0
i g g

upwards.

Momentum conservation. Concerning the conservation of longitudinal momentum

over the cathode tube we distinguish as the main parameters the driving

pressure P at the entrance of the tube, the kinetic pressure (n.x+n X+n x)k T X

8 x x x2 ï e a E

and the convective momentum flux (n. +n )mw at the exit, and the

viscous.pressure decay 4P along the tube. Here T X is the exit temperature,

because of the high density about equal for the different kinds of particles,

electrons, ions and neutrals, kn is the Boltzmann constant and m is the
24ion mass. We note that the electric field plays no role . We may neglect

the momentum contribution of the radial current crossing the rotational

part of the magnetic field inside the tube. The balance equation reads

Here A = irR. , the inner tube cross section. Implicitly we have assumed

that the effective external cross sections A x are the same for the fluxes

of matter and momentum and for the pressure.

Eq. 3 can be simplified by the substitution of eq. 1:

Pg
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Here Z is the effective charge number of the ions:

Z = n e
X/ n i

X . (5)

In this formulation the momentum balance, with the exclusion of Z and AP ,
x x • •

can be checked by measurements of P , T , w , N and N..
g z g L

We estimate the viscous pressure decay as follows. The kinetic

viscosity n of the mixture of neutral particles and ions inside the tube

contains four contributions : that of the ions, that of the neutrals and
21 —3

two mutual contributions. In our parameter range (n. =* 10 m and
22 —3 X

n a 10 m , as we will see) the resulting viscosity is largely sustained
a

by neutral particles. The neutral particle free path is limited mainly by

collisions with the ions. In a good approximation we may write

m v .n

where v . is the ion thermal velocity (2k T./m) and a. is the ion neutral
, -19 2 24 l a

collision cross section (6.7 10 m ). Because we have to deal with

an ion temperature of about 2 eV, we calculate a value for n of about

10"3 kg/m s.

To be sure that the viscosity is not turbulent, we estimate the

Reynolds -number of the flow inside the tube. As we will see the longitudinal

drift velocity w has a value of about 10 m/s. Also a rotation wfl occurs

as a consequence of the Lorentz force by tha radial current in the

longitudinal magnetic field. Compensation of the rotational force density

with viscous friction leads to

(7)

where I is the arc current, B is the magnetic field and L is the length
3- •

of the internal plasma column. We calculate (table 1) for w.1 a value
2

of about 3 10 m/s. The resulting Reynolds number,

Re - wXR]na
1m/ri1 , (8)

has a value of about 2. This value is too small for turbulence and there-

fore the viscosity is the kinetic one of eq. 6.
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w .
zi

n.
ï

Ti

sat

1 103 m s"1

. .O21 m"3

2 V

1.6 I019 s-1

3 .O20 s"!

3 10 Pa

50 A

table I. The data set inside the cathode as y-;ed for the energy balance

equations (See §4).

Now we are able to estimate the viscous pressure decay AP along

the tube. Because of the effective momentum coupling between the wall and

the plasma, the viscous pressure decay should be due mainly to velocity

shear:

AP
v (9)

We calculate a value of about 10 Pa.

Energy conservation. The power dissipation can be formulated for two
Q

systems: the metal tube and the plasma inside it . vie will start with

the combination of the two.
The supplied power roughly consists of the current I over the

a
Debye sheath potential V_ reduced by the tantalum threshold potential

27(electron emission work function) V = 4.1 V 27
The thermal arid convective

power by the outcoming flow for each particle species j is

V f kB Tj X + I mj Wzj K 2 ) Snd in the i n c o m i ne flow N g(| kBT
b + ̂  mw z

b 2).
The outflux of potential energy roughly equals N.eV* where eV* = 15.8 eV,
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the ionization energy of argon I. We neglect multiple ionization here. Also

the excited level densities are neglected with respect to the nearby ion
28

ground level, which has a large effective degeneracy

A power dissipation mechanism of major importance is the thermal

radiation by the outer cathode surface with a radius R, and at a temperature
4 , z

T . The power is eOgt>T 27rR„L. Here o_B is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

and e is the relative radiation emissivity of tantalum . The length L of

the hot zone has a minimum value because of the heat conduction in the
metal through which a power flux is transferred of 2KT /L, where K is

27 C

the thermal conductivity at high temperature. The balance of these two
effects reads

eaSBTc
42irR2L =. 2KTcTr(R2

2-Rj2)/L . (10)

We note that the heat conduction is negligible provided that the cathode

has a length of at least a few times L. This is the case in our experiments,

as we will see. Now L can be calculated from eq. 10:

L * (2K(R2-R1)/£aSBTc
3)^ . (11)

As a conclusion we write the energy balance of the cathode with

the internal column as

v v v = ? vf v x + :Hwzx2)j
J (12)

Next we consider the tantalum tube itself. The arc current I

at the inner cathode surface is sustained by free electron emission (I )

and the bombardment of ions which all recombine (I..). The tube is cooled

by heat radiation and by the emission power IgVw of free electrons. The

heating is due to photon capture (P.), ion collisions and neutral particle

collisions. Arriving ions transfer to the cathode their recombination

energy eV and a fraction 6 of their kinetic energy gained in the sheath

minus the electron work function. We neglect the thermal energy of the ions

and the (Bohm) energy with which they enter the sheath ' . The fraction (5

contains an uncertainty because the tantalum surface may be covered by one



J

or more monolayers of carbon; we take 8 = .5
30

bardment heats up the cathode with a frequency v ii =* n v

where v 1 = (8k„T /mn) . We are able now to write the energy •

The neutral particle bom-

a
the tube

energy balance of

Vw Vcoll,a6 Pf "

(13)

1 ft 7
We note that, in addition to statements by other authors ' , the possibility

of a temperature jump T -T is left open.

We defer the discussion on the energy balance of the internal

plasma, which can be obtained by the mere combination of eq. 12 with eq. 13,

to a later stage.

§3. Experiments

The theoretical considerations of §2 will be our guide in ex-

perimenting. The data needed are n x, w "*, T x, A. x and A x besides some

externally adjustable arc parameters. We will measure with a cylindrical

tantalum cathode of 3 and 4 mm inner and outer radius and with a length of

about 10 cm. The arc length is about 1.3m but we only acquire data in the

vicinity of the cathode (fig.l), usually at z = 10 mm. In order to obtain

I P L I

fig.l. View of the cathode. PL = plasma, C cathode, N = gas flow measure-

ment unit, P - driving pressure measurement unit, BR - brass

mounting block.

reproducible measurements we machine the cathode so that it is always

operated with a flat end. In this way we get the velocity measurements at

intervals of several burning hours reproducibly within 5-15%. We measure

only on the arc axis.
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As far as the diagnostic equipment has been described elsewhere,

we will refer.

Drift velocities of ions and neutrals. The external longitudinal drift

velocities w x of the ions and the neutrals have been measured by Fabry-
z

Perot interferometry of the Doppler shift of the 668.4 and 696.5 nm
24

spectral lines respectively (fig.2)

fig.2. Doppler shift diagnostic. C = cathode, A = anode, L = lens, M =

mirror, CH = chopper, MO = monochromator, FP-= Fabry-Perot inter-

ferometer plates, D = pinhole diaphragm, PM = photomultiplier tube,

OA = operational amplifier, LI = lock in amplifier, V = electrometer,

DP = digital processing.

In fig.3 the w of the ions is given as a function of the gas

flow. An increase of w with I but a saturation at high gas flows N can

be noticed. At lower N the w increases again.

fig.3. Ion drift velocity as a

function of the gas flow

N for different arc currents.
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A supersonic drift velocity is measured at a weak B field (fig.4).

do 3

m/s)

4

3

2
-1
C

'<>w .
1 z i

I

1
. 1

^ -

1

.2

I =

N 'g
Z =

.
B

.3

•50 A

3 IO2O/s

10 mm

v t i

i

.4

fig.4. Ion thermal (v...) and

drift (w .) velocities
Zl

as a function of the B

field.
22 23

This corresponds with measurements by Theuws • The ion thermal velocity
X X \ X

v £ = (2k_T\ /m) decreases and w . increases strongly as B decreases.

Obviously in the first 10 mm between the cathode exit and the measurement

point a considerable acceleration of the gas/ion mixture occurs because

the plasma pressure of the external column (eq. 4) ceases to supply the

balancing pressure against P . We note that the expansion in 0 < z < 10 mm

is by no means adiabatic because here the arc current still passes through

a voltage difference AV a 3V with a power dissipation comparable with

the plasma thermal output power of the cathode: I AV

T = k T/e; IV

for optimizing hollow cathode sources of particle beams

condition the

N ef. Here

11600 K. The supersonic w x offers excellent possibilities
n i

At the weak B

still turns out to depend on N (fig.5) and I (fig.6).

Ü O 3
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0
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50
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fig.5. Ion drift velocity as a

function of the gas flow at

weak B field.
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fig.6. Ion drift velocity as a

function of the arc current

at weak B field.

In the foregoing we have assumed implicitly that the w -of ions
z

and neutrals is equal up to z = 10 mm. This is confirmed by fig. 7 where

3

2

1

0

I
w z i

-

<103 i
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\
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-1
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)
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fig.7. Drift velocities of ions

(w .) and neutrals (w )
ZX Z3.

as a function of the

longitudinal position.

both are seen separately. The neutrals exhibit an expansion so that w

increases somewhat up to z • 20 mm. The consecutive decrease can be ex-

plained as follows. The neutral particle density is made up of a hot

fraction coming out of the cathode and a cold fraction due to the sur-

rounding gas background. The cold fraction hardly contributes to w so,
z

as with increasing z the hot fraction decreases, w tends to 0.
z

The same physics is reflected in fig. 8. Here the Zeeman splitted
Ar I 696.5 nm profile is displayed, as scanned with a Fabry-Perot inter-

24 x
ferometer for the measurement of w . Differently from temperature
measurements, which are done under an observation angle of 90° with the
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fig. 8. Zeeman splitted intensities I of the Ar I 696.5 nm spectral line as

a function of the wavelength; AX, is the wavelength shift of the

hot particle fraction drifting from the cathode. Upper figures:

the cold and hot fractions (dashed) and the resulting profile

(drawn) at different distances z from the cathode. Lower figures:

the actual measurements.

axis, the velocity measurements are carried out under an angle of 25°.

In the latter case the Zeeman splitting cannot be filtered out. In the

determination of w however this is no serious problem. Fig. 8a shows the

broad profile of hot neutrals near the cathode (z = 10 mm) while fig. 8c

shows the narrower profile of the cold particles at z = 100 mm. The mixture

in fig. 8b at z = 30 mm clearly exhibits the axial drift of the hot neutrals

because their profile is shifted with respect to that of the cold gas.

We also have observed another phenomenon (fig. 9). Thé neutral

particle density decreases stronger with z than is to be expected from free
32 33

expansion. Habets et al. ' give a virtual source model for the expansion

of a monoatomic gas from a nozzle into vacuum. Situating the virtual source

point on z = .15 R. = .45 mm, we expect for z > 2.5 mm an expansion

according to n & ~ (z-z ) . We have measured n on the density of the

Ar I 4p group, using the density ratio method by Pots ' . In fig. 9 it

appears that n decreases stronger with z than according to (z-z_)-2
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±J-^LAi

fig. 9. Neutral particle density as a function of the longitudinal position.

Dashed curve: the decrease in the case of free expansion.

At z = 20 mm we estimate the müan free path z, for the neutral
n t

gas in the z direction. The ionization frequency v. of the neutrals,
n j A_ _ | ion

both direct and stepwise , is 4 10 s , so z, = w /v. ^ 8 ram. The
' f z ion —

actual decrease of n however is slower than is to be expected from ionization

alone. The elastic and charge exchange collision frequency v . is about

1.0 10 s so that the neutrals are confined somewhat by the ions.

Particle temperatures. We have measured the ion temperature with the

Doppler broadening of the 668.4 nm spectral line and the neutral gas

temperature with that of the 696.5 nm line. We have obtained the temperatures

after Voigt deconvolution of the Fabry—Perot intensity profile (fig. 10).
The plasma has been observed under an angle of 90° with the axis, so that

24
the Zeeman IT component can be selected and the influence of the splitting

is minimized.

Our assumption that the temperatures of the different particle

species are equal up to z = 10 mm because of the high density, finds con-

firmation for the ions and the neutrals in fig. 11. We have separated the

Ar I line profile into two Voigt functions of which one represents the

hot gas coming with the ions out of the cathode and the other the colder

neutral background contribution. This picture corresponds with our inter-

pretation of figs. 7 and 8.
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fig. 10. Measured intensity of the 668.4 nm ion spectral line as a function

of the wavelength. Dotted curve: the calculated Voigt function;

dashed: the residual x 10.

6

(eV)

2 -

0 2 0 s'

100 • 120

fig. 11. Temperatures of the ions (T.) and of the hot and cold neutrals (T )

as a function of the longitudinal position.

In fig. 12-15 we give the ion temperatures in dependence of N , I
x • 6

and B. We notice a .decrease of T. with N , but an increase with I and B.
x g a

In fxg. 12 we see ion temperatures that must exceed the electron temperatures.

In that case the ions are heated neither by the electrons, nor by theneutrals. Viscous heating must play a dominant role then'25
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fig. 13. The ion temperature as a

function of the magnetic

field strength.
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fig. 14. The ion temperature as a

function of the gas flow

at weak B field.
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fig. 15. The ion temperature as a

function of the arc current

at weak B field.

Electron densities

The electron density is established from the plasma continuum
24 36radiation . A Thomson scattering measurement serves as a calibration.

We have measured n x with varying N , B and I as is shown in the figures
e x

16-19. We see that only variations of I influence ng strongly.
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fig. 16. The electron density as a

function of the gas flow

at different arc currents.
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fig.-17. The electron density as a

function of the magnetic

field strength.
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From fig. 20 it appears how n decreases with z. An extrapolation towards
e 21 -3

z = 0 indicates a value for n of 10 m at the cathode tip.

We note that fig. 20 indicates a radial expansion of the plasma

with at least about a factor of 2 towards z = 2 cm. This corresponds with
24

previous measurements where an effective plasma radius of 5.5 mm has been

found at z = 2.5 cm.

Driving pressure and arc voltage.

The momentum balance eq. 4 contains the driving pressure P of the

neutral gas entering the cathode (fig.1). The measurements of P are given

in the figures 21 and 22. The increase of P= with N and I is considerable.

2.5 -

2.0 -

0 1 2 3 4

fig. 21. The neutral gas driving pressure as a function of the gas flow at

different arc currents.

The arc voltage V . is interesting so far as the properties of the external

arc remain the same and only variations in the cathode, mainly the sheath,

are observed (figs. 23 and 24), We note that at I = 20 A the voltage is
a 8

irregular with respect to the other measurements. The low current arc is
known to form hot spots, which may be the cause of the irregularity.

§4. Discussion

We will discuss the consequences of our experimental results

regarding the theoretical considerations of 52.
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Matter conservation.

As a first subject we consider the conservation of mass (eq. I)-

Our measurements have been carried out at the axis of the plasma, although

also information on the cross section A. at z = 10 mm is needed. In the

discussion on fig. 20 we have noticed a radial plasma expansion so that a
2 x

value of about 2irR. for A. should be expected. With the supposition that

the effective charge number Z (eq. 5) is unity, this would lead to an ion

production rate N. exceeding the gas flux N with a factor of 2 in the

small flow case. Nevertheless the ratio a = N./N must have a maximum of
i g

unity. The discrepancy can be explained by the assumption that Z =* 2.
With this value we obtain figs. 25 and 26.

fig. 25. The ionization fraction

(a = N./N ) as a function
i g

of the gas flow at different

currents.

3 -

2 -

N.

/'

CIO20 s" > B =

z =

/ 100 Z
/ (a=l)

.2

10

T

mm

3 N (10iUs ')
g

fig. 26. The ion production rate as

a function of the gas flow at

the different currents of

fig. 25.
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The measured ion production rate is consistent with previous
9A • 19—1

measurements . These indicate a production rate N. of 4 10 a at
• 20 —1

z - 2.5 cm, I = 50 A, B - .2 T and N = 3.5 10 s .
a 6.

In fig. 26 it is seen that N. saturates towards high gas flows.
, cat

As has been our expectation in §2 the ion saturation production N^ is

connected with I /e. We conclude from fig. 27 that the dependence is

linear:
satN.
i

= .05 I /e
a

(14)

at B = .2 T, With the value of 5% we correct our previous statement

There is an indication that for a weak magnetic field a somewhat higher

value applies.

5 -

2 -

1 -

N*a t d O 1 9

B=.O5

k
- /y

T

V

y

do20

B=.2

z=10

i

1
T

mm

8

fig. 27. The saturation value of the ion production rate at high gas flow

rate, as a function of the arc net charge carrier flux (Ije.).

o
A literature survey by Delcroix and Trindade shows that a number

of experimenters with hollow cathode arcs has chosen a N in the vicinity

of .05 I /e, with this rate as a mean value. Assuming that these experimenters

have varied N around N. , we suggest that eq. 14 may have a general

validity for hollow cathodes.

We will now estimate the ratio £ of the ion production within

the cathode and the volume ionization in the external arc. Volume recombina-
37

tion may be neglected . With an arc length L and radius R we write

Ni

ITR L n n «TV >.
a a e a e ion

(15)
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Taking N£ = .05 ïje. at I = 50 A, R = 10 m , L & = lm, ng = 8 10 m ,

n = 5 1018 m~3, «TV >. = 4.7 10 m3/s, T = 5 V and a factor 1.74 for

34 35
stepwise ionization ' , we obtain £ ad .03. The volume ionization in the

external arc is much larger than the production by the cathode. The strong

dependence however of <av >. on T does not allow conclusions about 5 forr e ion e

the hollow cathode arc in general,

Momentum conservation
X ^ X

As is seen in our measurements of w and T. ,' no linear pro-
xx

portionality between v . and w is present. At z = 10 mm the ion flow
Cl Z

cannot a priori be considered as sonic.

We find however that the driving pressure P is a function of

N mw /A , the convective momentum flux at z = 10 mm (eq. 4). In fig. 28

2.5

P (IOJ Pa)

N rnw*/Al (I03 Pa)
8 ?

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

fig. 28. The measured driving gas pressure as a function of the momentum

flux fi mw /A1 at different currents.

it appears that, regardless the value of I , for a given B field the w

can be adjusted by a correct choice of P and N . The measured P is com-
g g g

pared with that calculated with eq. 4 from the measurements (fig. 29). Here

the viscous decay AP^ has been omitted, of which we have calculated a value

of. about 10 Pa. The upper curve in fig. 29 should be raised with AP .

Nevertheless also without AP the calculated P is too high, although there

is a good agreement in the form of the two curves in fig. 29.

The discrepancy may arise from the derivation of eq. 4, for we
x ^x

have assumed w and T to be constant over the arc cross section.
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. P (IOJ Pa)

measured

x i 3
(10 Pa)

fig. 29. The, on the basis of the experiments, with eq. 4 computed driving
* x i

gas pressure as a function of the momentum flux N raw /A at
8 z

different currents. Dashed curve: the actually measured pressure.

This assumption is correct for the ions because of their effective inter-

actions. In most cases however the neutral gas flux dominates the ion flux.

The neutral particles may have a considerably lower temperature far from

the axis than in the arc centre. For no heating of the neutrals by the ions

is present at large radii while they expand freely.

Energy conservation

In order to get insight in the main energy conversion processes

in the cathode, we will estimate the magnitudes of the terms in the equa-

tions 11, 12 and 13.

First we check whether the length L of the hot cathode zone (eq. II)

corresponds with the visual estimate of about 1.5 cm. At a temperature

T of 3000 K tantalum has a K of 60 W/mK and an E of .3 27 With R

and R„
0 0/

4mm and a a g B of 5.67 10~ W/m K we calculate L • 1.6 cm. We

note that according to eq. 11 the tube temperature in the hot zone cannot
27

decrease much below 3000 K. The melting point of tantalum is 3269 K , so

also much higher temperatures are excluded.

Next we consider the ion density n. inside the cathode. The ions

recombine on the hot inner cathode wall with a rate S. ° = n. v.2irR,L/4.
1617 *" i l l

We follow Resenov et al ' by assuming that a considerable fraction of I
1 Ï ^

is sustained by ion wall recombination. This leads to I ^ eN.

' a i
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Taking T. - 2V, I = 50 A and L = 2 cm we obtain n.1 = 9 1020 m~ . This
i a i

value corresponds with the ion production rate N. if the internal ion drift
1 "Ï • 1 ? ^1 Q — 1 Qfli"

veloci ty w <* 10 m/s, for tL =* n.w irRj at 2 10 * s ** N. .
The assumed T. i s roughly consistent' with the longitudinal momentum

balance inside the cathode. Taking a N =* n w JTR ^ 3 10 s we obtain
, n-. „ g a z 1

n l = < l 1022 m~3. A pressure of 3 103 Pa (f ig.28) then leads to T1 <* 2V .
£ 2 2 - 3For s t i l l another reason a n of about 10 m and consequently

~* 39

a T. of 2V is to be expected. The Faschen curve for electrical breakdown

in argon has its minimum near 1 Fa m at room temperature. With as a character-

istic length L/2 a* 1 cm this leads to a density n l c* 2 10 m . A n 1

2 2 - 3 . a .
near 10 m is at the given cathode dimension an optimum density for
electrical breakdown. Consequently in cathodes of a smaller dimension a

i . 23

higher n is to be expected, as is indeed observed .

With these data (table 1) we calculate the terms in eq. 12. With

the omission of some apparently negligible contributions we write
2.5 IaT

x
a
1

<VD
.3

~Vw
kW

) - N

+ N.

.0

( 2 . 5

eV* H

4 kW

eTx
 +

,•3

' EffSBT

.7

kW

2TTR.Lc z
kW

.3 kW

(16)

We see that the energy balance of the cathode and the internal column to-

gether is dominated by heat radiation as the main power loss mechanism and

by the current over the voltage drop as the main power input. The thermal

and convective power loss with the neutrals, ions and electrons however is

not negligible.

In order to check the balance of the tantalum tube itself, we first

have to estimate the photon heating P. in eq, 13. The P. consists of plasma
40 41

continuum radiation and line radiation. The continuum radiation ' inside
2

the volume irRj L contributes about .05 kW. The line radiation volume power

dissipation arises mainly from Ar I 4p—4s transitions. Assuming a hydrogen
42

like population density we follow v.d. Sijde and estimate the 4p density

to be at most a factor of 10 above the Saha population which is calculated

on the basis of n x and T1. A density n&(4p) < 1.3 10 m and a resulting

contribution to P_ smaller than .006 kW is calculated. As a conclusion we

estimate Pf to be about .05 kW.
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Now we estimate the terms in eq. 13. As an example we use I = 20 A

and 1^ = 30 A;

h\ + 2^ R2 L e gSB Tc 4 = Pf +
.08 kW .7 kW .05 kW

(17)

1.5 eCT1-^)

.8 kW .35 kW

From this balance we see that the radiative cooling power is mainly supplied

by collisions of ions and neutral particles- From eq. 17 it is clear that

indeed I. sustains a considerable fraction of I , for the neglect of I.
1 3 1.

would lead to an unacceptably small energy supply.

The energy balance of the ionized gas inside the cathode can be

estimated from a combination of the equations 16 and 17. We only consider

the terms of at least .1 kW:

I (Vn-V ) N (2.5 eTX + .5 m.w x 2) 2.5 I T X

a D w = g l z + a
1.3 kW .3 kW " .3 kW

(18)

+ V g y y v * ) + Na
coll6 1.5 et?1-^)

.8 kW .35 kW

The main heating mechanism is still the current passing the sheath voltage.

The internal column is for the most part cooled by ions that escape towards

the wall with their ionization energy ev .

We have seen in fig. 23 that VR decreases as N increases. In

eq. 18 the V plays an- important role: the decrease of V diminishes the

plasma power input although more particles leave the cathode and N co

increases. We conclude that at increasing N the ion wall recombination I.

should contribute more to I because the I decreases with the decreasing

field enhanced emission of electrons from the surface.
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§5. Conclusions.

We have carried out experiments on the source properties of a

hollow cathode. For a number of arc conditions accurate measurements of

the ion drift velocity, the temperature and the electron density have been

performed. With these data, combined with the arc parameters, we may draw

some conclusions.

The ion drift velocity at weak B fields is significantly larger

than the ion thermal speed. This supersonic flow is of interest for hollow

cathode particle sources. A low B field is also appropriate for source
38

applications because the external arc is not turbulent in that case

The neutral particle density in the first few centimeters of the

external arc is determined by the expansion from the cathode. A fraction

of the expanding neutrals is as yet ionized there. At larger distances

the neutral background density of the vessel dominates.

The ion production rate N. of the cathode increases with in-

creasing gas flux N but saturates at 5% of I /e, the net arc charge
g a

carrier flux. So a high ion production rate with a low gas waste can be

obtained by drawing a strong arc current with limited gas flux. Nevertheless

the ionization rate in the whole external arc may be much larger than the

cathode ion production.

The neutral gas driving pressure P just before the cathode

entrance is a function of the produced convective momentum flux, regardless

the arc current. This implies that the ion output drift velocity w x is a

function of N and P . It can therefore be adjusted by a choice of the

latter parameters.

The energy balance of the cathode with its internal column shows

that the strongest power input arises from the arc current that crosses

the Debye sheath. This is dissipated mainly in the form of heat radiation

from the cathode surface â nd for a minor part by the kinetic energy of the

outgoing particles. The tube itself is mainly heated by ion collisions.

It appears that a considerable part of the arc current at the inner cathode

surface is sustained by recombining ions. The plasma inside the cathode

gains its power from the arc current over the sheath and loses most of

it by ion recotnbining collisions at the wall.
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The experimental data have enabled us to estimate particle densi-

ties and temperatures inside the cathode. For the case that no hot spot is
Q

formed, so for sufficiently strong arc currents , a consistent picture of

the internal column has been obtained.
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V. General conclusions

We have investigated three aspects of the longitudinal motion of

ionized and neutral particles in a hollow cathode arc. The longitudinal

plasma momentum balance of the column has been investigated, we have studied

the momentum balance in relation to turbulence and we have investigated the

source properties of the cathode.

The study of the plasma momentum balance contains two aspects:

(1) to collect experimental data on ion drift velocities and temperatures

with Fabry-Perot interferometry, on electron densities and temperatures with

Thomson scattering or optical spectroscopy and on neutral densities with a col-

lisional radiative model combined with the ion energy balance;

(2) to check the (classical) theory of the momentum balance with these data.

The coupling between these aspects has been investigated and a

good agreement has been found. The axial velocities of the ions have been

measured for a number of axial locations and for different gas flows. In

most cases the longitudinal momentum balance on the axis appears to be

dominated by a plasma pressure gradient and the ion viscosity. The axial ion

velocity appears to be proportional to the plasma column cross section and

inversely proportional to the longitudinal gradient length. The role of

the ion viscosity is taken over by neutral friction in the periphery of the

arc.

The influence of low frequency turbulence on the longitudinal ion

flow in the external arc has been .studied. Three operating regimes of the

hollow cathode arc have been isolated: (1) we have found a kinetic regime

in which the plasma instability is stabilized by ion kinetic viscosity and

the longitudinal ion drift at the axis is determined by the balance of the

plasma pressure gradient (accelerating) and the classical viscosity (de-

celerating); (2) the second regime is a frictional one in which the plasma

instability is stabilized by friction against the neutral gas background and

also the deceleration of the longitudinal ion drift is due to this friction;

(3) in the third place a turbulent regime occurs at sufficiently low neutral

gas density and at an ion Hall parameter exceeding the value of about 5;

here the plasma is turbulent with Bohm diffusion and the main decelerating

effect on the longitudinal ion drift is turbulent viscosity. A number of

experiments on the plasma fluctuation level and the longitudinal ion drift

confirmes the theoretical picture.
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A measurement program on the ion source properties of a hollow

cathode has been carried out. The collected data - ion temperature, electron

density, ion and neutral particle drift velocities - have been combined

with the balance equations for matter, momentum and energy. The ion

production rate saturates towards high gas flow. The maximum production

rate by the cathode turns out to amount to about 5Z of the arc charge carrier

flux. This result permits a design of hollow cathode sources with efficient

gas use at an adequate arc current. At weak magnetic fields the plasma

pressure in the external arc drops and the ion flow becomes supersonic. Ion

drift velocities up to 5000 m/s have been measured. The energy balance of

the hollow cathode shows that most of the used power is dissipated by heat

radiation from the tube surface.

In order to obtain a high longitudinal ion drift velocity one

should apply a weak magnetic field. In that case not only the cathode

produces supersonic ions, but also the external arc is in its kinetic

regime and the deceleration of the ions is relatively small.
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Tenslotte
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Dit proefschrift is tot stand gekomen dank zij de inspanningen

van velen. Enkelen wil ik met name bedanken voor hun bijdrage:

Daan Schram voor de in meerdere opzichten stimulerende en leer-

zame discussies,

Bart van der Sijde voor zijn wetenschappelijke inbreng, in het

bijzonder waar het de optische spectroscopie betreft en

Achim Lunk van de Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universiteit te Greifswald

(DDR) voor zijn inbreng in het ontwerp van de diagnostiek voor Doppler-

verschuiving.

Jos de Haas heeft als afstudeerder in grote mate bijgedragen

tot het werk aan de longitudinale impulsbalans.

Leon Konings heeft tijdens zijn afstuderen een belangrijke bij-

drage geleverd tot het welslagen van de experimenten aan de eigenschappen

van de holle kathode.

Verder hebben de volgende studenten zich direct of indirect

verdienstelijk gemaakt in de voortgang van het werk: Hans Bosma, Peter

Eenshuistra, Gé Hermkens, Vianney Koelman, Fons Spierings, Theo Trommelen,

Paul Vallinga en Bert Willetns.

Ries van de Sande heeft op bekwame wijze zorg gedragen voor het

functioneren van de omvangrijke experimentele opstelling.

Het overschakelen op een nieuw computer-systeem zou onmogelijk

zijn geweest zonder de bereidwillige hulp van Henk Bredée, Bertus Hüsken,

Fred van Nijmweegen, Jos Nouwen en Jan Voskamp.

Bob Timnermans en Bert Pots hebben door hun hulp aanzienlijk

bijgedragen tot een vlotte start van de werkzaamheden.

Frits de Hoog ben ik dank verschuldigd voor zijn kritische re-

visie van het manuscript.

Ria Groenendijk is zo vriendelijk geweest op zorgvuldige wijze

het type-werk te verzorgen.

Ook de niet met name genoemde leden van de onderwerpgroep

"Atoom- en Plasmafysica" hebben door hun directe of indirecte inbreng

het proefschrift mede tot stand doen komen.

Tenslotte vermeld ik met dankbaarheid de rol die mijn vrouw

Leny op de achtergrond heeft gespeeld, zonder wier steun dit werk onmo-

gelijk tot stand had kunnen komen.

De schrijver
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Stellingen

1. In een quasineutraal plasma kunnen de ionen stromen in een richting

tegengesteld aan die van het elektrisch veld.

(dit proefschrift)

2. De laagfrequente instabiliteit in een roterend plasma kan door wrijving

met het neutrale gas of door kinetische viscositeit worden gestabili-

seerd. Turbulentie met de daar uit voortvloeiende viscositeit beïnvloedt

het transport van ionen. Zowel theoretisch als experimenteel kunnen

in een gemagnetiseerd argon plasma drie regimes worden onderscheiden:

een kinetisch, een door wrijving gedomineerd en een turbulent regime.

(dit proefschrift)

3. De productie van ionen door een holle kathode verzadigt met toenemend

gas debiet. De verzadigingsproductie is recht evenredig met het netto

debiet aan ladingsdragers door de ontlading en bedraagt ongeveer vijf

procent daarvan.

(dit proefschrift)

4. Een holle kathode kan een supersone bundel ionen en neutralen produceren.

Het toegevoerde gas zal bij voldoende grote elektrische stroom vrijwel

geheel worden geïoniseerd. Een en ander maakt de holle kathode aan-

trekkelijk voor gebruik als deeltjesbron.

(P.G.A. Theuws, proefschrift T.H.E. 1981; dit proefschrift)

5. In de theorie van grenslagen in plasma's wordt veelal stationair gedrag

verondersteld. Desalniettemin blijkt de theorie soms een evenwicht te

beschrijven dat labiel is.



6. De holle kathode boog biedt interessante mogelijkheden voor het neutra-

liseren van een bundel energierijke deeltjes, zoals gebruikt ter

additionele verhitting van thermonucleaire plasma's.

(A.I. Hershcovitch en V.J. Kovarik, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 5£ (1983) 328)

7. In ioniserende plasma's van geringe dichtheid kan de bezetting van

hoog gelegen energieniveau1s in goede benadering worden beschreven met

een analytisch model. Koppeling van zulk een model aan een gedetailleerd

botsings- stralingsmodel voor de lagere niveau's biedt mogelijkheden voor

de diagnostiek van deze plasma's.

(J.J.A.M, van der Mullen, B. van der Sijde en D.C. Schram, Physics

Letters 96A (1983) 239)

8. In een stroomvoerende boog wijkt de snelheidsverdeling van de elektronen

af van de Maxwellse verdeling, met name voor hoge energieën. Aangezien

veel excitatieprocessen bij zulke energieën optreden, kan naast de

temperatuur en de dichtheid van de elektronen ook de elektrische stroom-

dichtheid van invloed zijn op de bezettingen van energieniveau's en op

de ionisatiefrequenties. De consequenties hiervan voor de diagnostiek

en de praktische toepassingen van boogontladingen behoren te worden

onderzocht.

(R. Landshoff, Phys. Rev. 76 (1949) 904)

9. De dichtheid van de achtergrond van neutralen in het thermonucleaire

plasma van een tokamak kan, door de poloïdale wrijving in het magneet-

veld, leiden tot een naar buiten gerichte driftsnelheid van het plasma.

Het effect is in het buitengebied gewoonlijk vergelijkbaar met dat ten

gevolge van anomale diffusie en wordt ten onrechte veelal verwaarloosd.

(J.M.M.J. Vogels, J.C.M, de Haas, B. Willems, T. Trommelen en D.C. Schram,

Intern. Conf. Plasma Phys., Göteborg (1982) contr. p. 11)
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10. Formule 4.116.3 van Gradshteyn en Ryzhik bevat een hardnekkige fout.

(I.S. Gradshteyn en I.M. Ryzhik, "Table of Integrals, Series and

Products", Academie Press, London (1980), ISBN 0-12-294760-6;

D. Bierens de Haan, "Nouvelles tables d'intëgrales définies",

Amsterdam (1867))

Eindhoven, 13 maart 1984. J. M. M. J. Vogels.


